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agonized scream rang out through the darkness of the cave, followed ,by a fierce growl. ··"
light. Charlie!" cried Wild. The scout struck a. match and instantly set his hat
in a blaze. The sight beheld was a. terrible one. ·
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Young Wild West on a Treasure· Tra.il
ii.

ARIETTA AND THE SILVER LODE

L'

I~

By AN OLD SCOUT
('

CHAPTER ' !.
THE DYING MAN ON THE DESERT,

. I they loved the outdoor life they were leading, dangerou!! ae

.

A bluish sort of haze hung over the almost arid tract of
land that lay almost in the exact central part of Arizona.
lt was a warm afternoon in the month of September, and
the little party of eight making its way alqng a dusty trail
seemed to be in anything but a pleasant situation.
But when we say that they were anxiously looking for
water, it will be no better understood that they were in a
plight no traveler of the wild regions of the West and Southwest envies.
At the time of which we write there were a great many
less miles of railroad through that section than now, and consequently a greater part of the journeying had to be done by
stage coaches or on horseback.
The same conditions still exist, but the dnger is not quite
so much, on account of the settlements and smay towns that
are scattered about.
The party of travelers we have referred to were certainly
apt to attract attention wherever they went, for all save two
of them, who were only ordinary-looking Chinamen, were
attired in fancy riding and hunting costumes, and looked to
be just what they were-daring· Westerners in every sense
of the word.
·
When we state that the leader of the patty was no other
than Young Wild W~st, the Champion Deadsbot of the West
and boy hero of mar:t• thrilling adventures and hairbreadth
escapes, the reader will readily understand why we say that
they were bound to attract attention wherever they went.
Young Wild West was quite wealthy as a mine owner, and
this gave him ample time to pursue his cherished hobby,
which was to ride about from place to place in the wildest
part of the West in search of fortune and adventure.
His two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, always
went with him, and for the past year the wife of Cheyenne
Charlie and the sweethearts of the two boys had accompanied
them.
Cheyenne Charlie had been several years a scout for the·
army, thus making him a fitting companion for daring, dashing Young Wild West.
Jim Dart, who was about the same age as our hero, had
been born and brought up in a wild part of Wyoming, and
consequently he was a thorough scout and experienced in
woodcraft.
Arietta Murdock, the charming sweetheart of Young Wild
West, was a typical Western girl, courageous as she was
pretty, a dead shot and a thorough equestrienne.
Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, had not been reared
in the West, and neither had Eloise Gardner, Jim Dart's
sweetheart; but they had both learned to shoot well, and

it was sometimes.
The two Chinamen were named Hop Wah and Wing Wah,
and though they looked much alike, they were not in disposition · or cleverness.
Wing was just an ordinary Chinaman, a good cook and
honest.
!lop was a clever sleight-of-hand performer, a professional
card sharp, a sort of · joker and liked whisky.
So much for him at present.
As the party came to a halt and looked at the blue ridge
that was fully fifteen miles ahead of them, Cheyenne Charlie twisted liis long, black mustache nervously and said:
"I reckon we've got some tall perspirin' ter do afore we
strike a good drink of cold water, Wild. There ought ter be
some. in them wooded hills over there; but sometimes a
feller gets mighty deceived."
"Well, you won't perspire much after a while, Charlie," .
was the retort. "A person has to drink in order to do that,
you know. But, laying all jokes aside, I think we'll strike
water over there. If we don't we'll go on till we do, that's
all."
·
"Lillee watee left in um keg, Misler Wild," spoke up the
Chinaman named Hop.
"Well, that will do for coffee, providing we don't strike
any," was the reply. "What is over can be divided among
the horses."
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
The horse our hero was riding was a fine specimen of a
sorrel stallion, which for speed and endurance could not be
surpassed.
'l'he name the young Prince of the Saddle had given the
steed. after breaking him when a wild colt of the prairie,
was Spitfire.
·
The rest all rode fine horses, too, that of Hop being a piebald cayuse from Texas.
They soon started forward over the dusty trail again,
going at a rather moderate pace, for they felt there was no
need of tiring out the horses.
·
"We'll get to the timber in an hour ' and a half, all right,"
said Wild, as his friends always called him. "Then if we
don't strike water I'll miss my guess."
When about half the distance to the timber had been covered their attention was called by half a dozen vultures that
were hovering in the a ir less than a mile ahead of them.
"Them birds is after somethin' ter eat, I'll bet!" exclaimed
Cheyenne Charlie. "But there's somethin' alive there, too,
fur they seem ter be afraid ter dive down an' start on their
meal."
"You are right, Charlie," answered our hero. "I guess we
had better get there and see what the vultures are after."
Then they urged the horses to a faster pace, · all hands
watching the cruel, carniverous birds as they circled about,
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now and then darti11.g downward, as though to seize some-j the old man shook his head, a flash in his small, g ray eyes.
thing in their talons, and then changing the course and ··.tte wanted me ter put him on ther Treasure Trail, r.n' I
shooting off and upward again.
wouldn't do it, 'cause ther skunk is no good! H e's a cold"! always feel like shooting those kind of birds when I see blooded murderer, an' I happened ter know it. He fixed m e,
them," remarked Arietta, as she unslung her rifle. "There is but he couldn't git ther map of ther Treasure Trail. It's in
something so disgusting about them that I can't bear the ther saddlebags on my poor old nag what has carried me
sight of them."
through many a tough place, only t er be shot down by a
"Well, they are not the kind of bi rds to make pets of, I gang of sneakin' scoundrels. It's yours, young- feller. Somere'ckon, Et," answered her dashing young lover, with a laugh. body might as well know about it, an' any one as is good
"Just wait till we get a little nearer and then you can try enough ter give me water when I'm dyin' might as well have
a shot at them."
ther chance ter try his luck fur ther treasure."
"Oh, I am going to do that," was the quick reply. "I'll
He paused and then Wild gave him the rest of the water.
bring him down, too."
"Poor Meli can man likee havee lillee dlop of tanglefoot ?"
"I don't doubt that in the least. You can shoot about as asked Hop, stepping up and bending over him.
well as any of us, if you have a mind to."
"Yes-yes!" and the dying man's featur es lighted up,
"Not so well as you. can, Wild. You are called the Cham- while he half raised to a sitting postu1·e.
pion Deadshot of the West, because you have won the title
"Allee light."
and defended it against all comers. I could never hope to
Then the Chinaman drew a half-pint flask from his pocket
shoot as well as you.. You never miss, while every one else and hande,d it to Charlie, who promptly poured some in the
does now and then."
cup.
The boy smiled at he.r, for he could see that she was talkThe dying man took a good swallow, coughed and fell back
ing st raight from the hi ar t. -·
and then rallied.
"All right, Et," he st4111t "If you say it, it must be so."
"I f eel better now," he said. "I'll tell you who I be. I'm
"Well, you know it is true, Wild."
Gene Leeds. a prospector what won and lost fo1·tunes. Young
"Well, never mi~
I have done enough practicing to be a fr.Iler, don't furgit ter look in my saddlebags fur ther map
good shot, so the1
s no r eason why I shouldn't be. You of ther Treasure Trail. Yer may strike it rich, an' yer may
know I am prac~ g about every day."
not; but if yer want ter take ther risk of bein' popped over
"Well, we all practice a great deal."
bv Hank Fuller, same's I was, go ahead. I don't know what
"And we need to, if we wish to hold up our end in the ther treasure is, but I know it amounts ter somethin'. Ther
game."
one what told me about it didn't lie, I know! I was on my
They were rapidly nearing the spot over which the vul- way there, when ther galoots got wind of it, an' they foltures were hovering, and they could see what looked to be a lered me up. They done me, all right, but they didn't git
dead horse lying on the sand.
what they wanted. They looked all over but in ther right
"There won't be much left of ther meat on ther carcass place fur ther map. You kin have it, an' welcome, young felof that horse by ther time it gits dark," observed Cheyenne ler. You're made out of ther right kfnd ,bf stuff, I kin see.
Charlie. "I wonder if that is all there is there."
I-I'm--"
"It is all we cart see just now, Charlie," Wild answered.
The exertion had been too much for him, and, with a gasp,
"But there may be a man lying on the other side of the car- he fell back, dead!
cass."
As .,j_f to prove that his supposition was correct, the arm
and head of a man suddenly showed over the top of the dead
CHAPTER II.
h<7rse . .
The h.and waved weakly and then disappeared.
WILD RECEIVES A QUEER SORT -OF LEGACY.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed the scout. "There's a man
there, an' he's alive, too!"
Young Wild West arose to his feet, and for the space of a
But Young Wild West did•not stop to hear what he said.
few seconds all hands remained silent.
He put his horse forward at a gallop and rapidly apThere was something sad about it all. The man had been
proached the spot.
r uthlessly slain because he chose to keep his secret; and now
When he was only about a hundred yards from the dead he had given it to those who had succored him in his last
horse Arietta pointed her rifle in the air and pressed the moments.
.
trigger.
What the secret would amount to was yet to be learned.
Crang!
But Young Wild West was just one of the kind who like to
As the report rang out one of the vultures fluttered in the solve mysteries, and if there was any mystery connected with
air for the space of a second and then came down like a the Treasure Trail he would come pretty near solving it.
stone.
"Dig a hole, boys," he said, after a pause. "The vultures
Crang!
must not get him. They are entitled to the horse. I suppose,
The girl fired again, and down came another.
but not him."
The two shot s served to frighten the others away, and,
"That's right, Wild," answered Cheyenne Charlie, and he
satisfied with the results of her two shots, Arietta pushed quickly got a couple of shovels from th~ supply of prospecton after her dashing young lover.
·
ing tools they carried with them.
The rest followed quickly, and when they got there they
Jim took one of the shovels, and th"1-:they went at work
found Wild holding the head of an old man, who was plainly scooping out a grave in th~ sand.
very near to death.
Wild now turned his attentio~ to the siddlebags.
"A little water, Charlie," he called out. "This man has
Gene Leeds, as he called himself, had bequeathed the map
been shot in half a dozen places, and it looks line a case of of the Treasure Trail to him with his last words, and he felt
'go' with him."
that it was his.
The wounded man was conscious and he tried to speak, but
He unbuckled the straps and soon· had the bag open.
his tongue was so parched that he could not.
A piece of tobacco plug, some matches, linen and salve
Hop had heard the call 'for water, and as the scout turned were taken out, and then a folded piece of parchment came
back to meet him he dismounted and quickly began draw- to view.
ing some from the small supply in the keg,
Wild took this and spread it over his knee.
At first the pqor fellow could not swallow, but gradually
Sure enough, it was a rudely drawn map of some 't:Inc!.
the water began to trickle down his throat.
Through the chart ran a crooked streak in 'heavy black, with
Wild let him drink ·slowly, and not until the CUl> was near arrowheads pointing the way to go,
empty did he take it away from his mouth.
The beginning was at a strip of timber at the edge of a
Then the old man gave a long-drawn sigh and opened wide spot marked "desert."
his eyes.
Beneath the map, or chart, as it might properly be calleri,
"I'm mighty glad you've come," he said, faintly. "But it was the following, written in a cramped hand:
is too late. I'm done fur, an' I know' it. Heaven will bless
yer fur givin' me that drink, young feller."
"The Treasure Trail.-Follow it by the arrowheads cut on
"Well. I reckon I'd give the last drop of water we had to trees and rocks at a distance of about a mile apart. When
a man in your situation," answered our hero. "Now tell us you strike the Lost Cavern you will find the treasure. Dishow you got put in this shape, will you?"
tance, about eight miles from the edge of the desert.
"Hank Fuller and his gang done it," came the reply. while
"J. V. M."
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Wild read it over carefully in a voice loud enough for all
to hear·, and then all hands had a look at the piece of parchment.
"Oh, Wild!" exclaimed Arietta; "I am awful glad we got
here before the poor inan died. Now we have a chance to
search for a treasure. If there is anything I like it is to
search for treasures. You know how lucky I am in finding
·
things."
"'!hat's right, Et," was the reply. "I suppose if we do find
a treasure you will be the one to discover it. Well, we may
as well do the last thing we can do for Gene Leeds. We
made him live a few minutes longer by giving him the drink
of whisky, I suppose. Poor fellow! I have an idea that he
was a strictly honest man, and if we happen to run across
the scoundrels who shot him to death they will suffer for it
as sure as my name is Young Wild West!"
"Yer kin bet yer life they will!" echoed Cheyenne Charlie,
while Jin\ Dart nodded approvingly.
It did not take long to get the body ready for burial.
The blanket that was tied to the back of the• saddle was
wrapped about it and then it was lowered in the shallow grave
that had been dug to receive it.
Charlie. being the oldest in the party, recited a few words
of a burial service, while they all stood with bared heads,
and then the work of ,f illing in the opening took place.
pie two Chinaman did this. and when they had finished
W ild looked for something- to mark the spot.
But there was nothing to be found, for there were no
stones anywhere.
"Well. the bones of the horse will be his tombstone " he
said, after a pause. "That is the best we can do. N~w to
get to the timber, for there is nothing to keep us here any
.
longer."
"J'hat's right, Wild." nodded the scout. "We want ter be
on ther watch fur ther sneakin' coyotes what laid ther old
man low, too. It are most likely they went that way, for if
thr,Y had come back we'd have met 'em."
Oh, the chances are that they have gone on in search of
the Treasure Trail. Well, if they have they ,vill find that
they have a strong opposition. The poor fellow did not have
~ime to tell us how many there we1·e of them. He only said
1t was Hank Fuller and his gang that did the foul work."
1:hey were not long 'n mounting, and then they pursued
their wav in the direction of the umber.
Arietta looked back when they had gone a hundred yards
or so, and when she saw the vultures coming back she shook
her head and said :
"There those foul birds come again! I wish I could stay
long- enough to shoot everv one of them."
"Oh. that's all r'ght Et." answered Wild. "It is natural
for them to do that. I reckon they were made just for the
P_urpose of eating- up the dead animals that lie about sometimes. Don't bother any further with them."
1:hirst was beginning to tell on them now, but they refra~ned from touching- any of the water they had, and kept
on m the hopes that they would strike a brook in the timber.
It was not so very long before they came to the edge of
· !he growth of trees, and as thev f elt the effects of the coolmg- shade a simultaneous sigh of relief went up from all
hands.
"_Come on!" cried t!1~ sco?t, as he unred his horse over a
tr:;i_11 that led throuir?'n the timber. "I reckon we're goin' ter
strike water, 'cause ~T '3Illell it now."
Whether he did smelf'it- or not, in Jess than five minutes he
came to a sudden halt and swung his hat in the air
"Listen!" he cried, exultantly. "What do yer hea;?"
They came to a halt, and then the unmistkable sounds
made by falling water came to the:r ears.
. "Whoopee!" shouted the scout; "I knowed it. Here she is
'
nght ahead."
He ga!lope_d through the bushes and came to a halt at the
bank of a little brook that came bubbling over the rocks
down a short, steep hill.
. All hands dismounted the moment they beheld the welcome
I
Sight.
The next minute they were slaking their thirst, and never
had water seemed to taste so good to them.
."Here is where we camp to-night," said Wild. "I hardly
tlunk we could_ find _a better place if we traveled till dark." ·
The two Chmamen did not offer to ask a single question
but _Proceeded to unload the two pack horses they had bee~
leadrng.
The girls started in to assist in getting the camp in shape,

3

for it was now getting toward sunset, and since their thirst
had been quenched they were beginning to g.row hungry.
The two tents they had with them were put up in a jiffy,
as Hop and Wing were so used to doing it that they knew
just how to g·o about it.
The horses had been turned loose as soon as they were relieved of their saddles and they were all drinking their ·fill
.
from the little brook.
The spot where they had halted at was in great contrast to
the arid piecsi of land they had been nearly all day in crossing.
What a relief it was for the girls to feel the refreshing
breeze, and to remain under the shade of the trees.
But the sun was nearly down now. and in a short time the
shadows of dusk would be upon them.
Young Wild West always made it a point to secure h is
camp against a surprise from hostile Indiml.s or white outlaws as much as possible, even if there wern no signs of danger to be seen.
This was the safe way, as he had found out long since.
There were several big trees right around them, which
would afford a shelter in case of an attack, and the bank
being on one side, they could drop in the hollow through
,which the brook ran and be out of siltitt,
As soon as the Chinamen had finished the work of erecting the tents Wing set about getting the evening meal ready.
There was any quantity of fuel to be had right at hand, so
he was n_ot long in ge~ting- a fire start<.,~
Our friends had vemson, bear meat a,ir • bacon with them
'
besides flour, salt, pepper and some potdtoes.
The venison and bear meat, though it had been shot but
a day before, was smoked to preserve it, and it made excellent eat·ng, especially when they had no fresh game.
But they knew they would haYe plenty chance to get fresh
game on the morrow, and they were satii:;fied to put up with
what they had for sum~cr and breakfast.
They all drank coffee moder~tely, knowing that too much
was not good for them, and when the aroma of the fragrant
bean_ floated on the air it but increased tl1eir appetites.
\
Wmg worked quicklv and well.
. The first thi~g he did was to put about two dozen goods zed_ potatoes m the fire, where they would roast without
.9urmng.
Then he got the coffee g·oing, after which he put some
bacon in a big frying pan.
Next he made some doug-!1 balls of flour. which was of the
self-raising kind, and when there was plenty of grease in
the pan he proceeded to frv them.
. The sco~t's _wife started In to help him now, and by the
time the b1scu1ts, as they called them, were done, the venison
and bear meat had be~n broiled to a turn.
Of course, the potatoes were ready by this time, and so was
the coffee.
All that remained for them to do was to sit down and eat
'
and this they did qu'ckly enough.
Th~y had eaten worse meals than that one, and they felt
certam that they would have t o <lo so again.
Supper was just about finished when a crashing in the
~us~es was heard, and the ~ext moment five horsemen came
m view.

CHAPTER III.
HANK FULLER AND HIS GANG.

. Though r~ther unexpected to them, Young Wild West and
his compan ons we1·e not greatly surprised when the fl.viii
horsemen showed up. ,,J
Of course, our hero put them down as being the gang that
had J?Ut an end to old Gene Leeds i:ig-llt away.
This _was only the natural conclusion for him to form.
He did not offer to draw a weapon, or even show by word
or _look th~t he thought the m en were enemies, but, with a
sll';~ le on Ins handsome face, he exclaimed:
How are you, strangers?"
"Putty good," answered the man, ,vho seemed to be the
leader. as he let his horse walk right into the confines of the
ca;111p. "Looks as though you folks was out on a pleasure
,,
tnp."
"That's right. That's just it exactly. We are riding
around the country hunting up excitement and anythi11g else
we can find. Do you fellows belong arnund he1·e anyW?Iere?"

,
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"We belong everywhere, I reckon, young feller. Say! I
see that you've jest had supper. Got anythlng left ter help
satisfy ther appetites of five hungry men?"
"Well, we might be able to fix you up in that line, providing you are short on grub."
"Well, we ain't so short on grub. But what's ther use of
us cookin' it when there's putty gals right here ter do it fur
us?"
Then the man bowed and smirked to the girls. while his followers grinned their approval.
They were certainly an ugly looking lot, and as the leader
spoke that way it was plainly evident that they meant to
have thlngs their own way.
But they were certainly making a mistake.
Cheyenne Charlie, who was rather hot-headed, was fairly
boiling with indignation, but when he saw that Wild remained
perfectly cool he kept still.
"Well," the dashing young deadshot said, quietly, "I reckon
the girls won't do any cooking for you galoots. We have a
Chinaman here who does that kind of work. Anyhow, I think
you had ~etter cook your own grub."
"Yer <.!u, eh? . Ha, ha, ha! What do yer think of that,
boys? I 1ather g-u~s he don't know who ·we are!"
"Ha, ha. ha!" laughed his followers, as though they
thought they surely had struck a very soft snap.
"Oh, I think I kn w who you are," said Wild, still keeping
as cool as an ice1? ,.' "Your name is Hank Fuller, I reckon."
At this the ma'~ ve a start and looked at him sharply.
"I don't know • I ever met you afore, young feller:" he
remarked. "Who are yer, anyhow?"
"I am Young Wild West."
"Ohl"
The villain-for such he surely was-showed signs of great
surprise.
"Young- Wild West, eh?" he excl~imed. "You're ther boy
what'~ sa.:d ter be ther Champeen Deadshot of ther West.
then?"
"That's just who I am. And you are Hank Fuller, the cowardly g·aloot who shot old Gene Leeds!"
The villain's face reddened and a flash of anger shot from
his eyes.
"See here, you young whipper-snapper! I don't care
whether you're Young Wild West or not! I don't allow no
one ter talk ter me like that. If you say I shot Gene Leeds
you lie!"
·
"I do say it! Now svxallow your words, you sneaking coyote!"
As quick as a flash the dashing boy whipped out one of
his shooters and covered the man's breast.
That was the cue for Charlie and Jim.
In the twinkling of an eye they had drawn their revolvers,
and they now stood holding them before the other four villains.
"I guess I'll take a hand in this, too," said Arietta, quietly,
and then she picked up her rifle and leveled. it at the man
farthest away.
To say that the villains were surprised would be putting
1
it altogether too mild. They were actually dumfounded.
Their hopes of running things at the camp they had discovered were rudely dashed to the ground.
"Just say that you did shoot Gene Leeds, or I'll shoot you,
Hank Fuller!"
The voice of our hero was as clear as a bell, and there was
a world of meaning in it, too.
"Thunder!" ejaculated the leader of the ruffians, looking
hopelessly at his companions.
"Did you hear what I said?"
"Well, I did shoot Gene Leeds, then; but I wasn't ther only
one what fired at him."
·
"Ah!"
Cheyenne Charlie Walked over and got his lariat.
Without a word, he coiled it to his liking, and then let
the noose go at the villain.
It dropped over his head, and then, with a quick jerk, the
scout drew him from the saddle.
"Mercy!" gasped Fuller, trying to get the rope from off his
neck.
.
Wild did not intend that the man should be lynched, though
he knew that if he sanctioned it Charlie would see that it was
done in proper shape.
"That will do, Charlie," he said. "We have no ,authority to
han/.\' the galoot. Let him get up."
"All right, Wild. But ·he's what yer call a self-confessed
murderer, all right.r
4

"Yes, but a judge and jury would not look at it that way.
He was forced to confess at a pistol's point, you know.I'
"Don't yer believe he killed ther old man. then?"
"Yes, I believe that, all r :ght. But the poor, old fellow
had mo1·e than one wound. They all took a shot at him, I
suppose."
Hank Fuller got upon his knees and took the rope from his
neck.
Then he staggered to his feet and moved over to his horse.
"I reckon we'll go, Young Wild West," he said, meekly.
"All right. Go on! Remember one thing, though-if vou
attempt to follow and interfere w:th us you will be courting
death!"
"I reckon we don't want ter interfere with yer."
"Is that so? Well, if you mean that, you are wiser than
I think vou are. Now, just get on that horse of yours and
light out!"
·
The villain was not long in mounting.
Then he spoke to his companions, and away they werit
through the woods, in the direction they had appeared from.
"Wild," said Arietta, when they had gone, and could no
longer be heard, "that man will never rest until he has tried
to kill you. I am satisfied of that. He sa:d he did not want
to inte1'.fere with us, but he did not mean a word of it."
"I know that. Et. But that makes no difference. We had
no right to hang him, though I know he is well deserving
of it."
"If I had all ter say about it he would be swingin' from
that limb this very minute," decla1·ed the scout, pointinJ.!: to .
the limb he referred to and shaking his h ead.
"Well, never mind, Charlie. It may be that you will never
see the galoots again. If you do I guess you'll know what
to do."
' "Yer kin bet yer life I will!"
Darkness came on a little later, and then our he1·0 looked
at his two partners and said:
· "Bors, I have an idea that the five galoots are not far
away from here, so I am going to take a little scout around
.and see if I can locate them. They won't be without a liirht,
most likely, and if they have no lantern they will have a fire going. I won't be gone very long. I want to find oti't iust
what their game is. Of course, we know they are searching
for the Treasure Trail, but I want to find out ~what they ,
think of us."
"A good idea, Wild," the scout answe1·ecl. "Go a:1aad. I'll
bet yer won't have t er go very fur afore yer .strike 'em."
The young deadshot was not long in leaving the camp.
He walked through the woods without making a sound,
holding his revolver ready for instant use, as h~ did not know
but that one or more of the villains might be trying to spy
upon them.
·
But this did not seem to be the case, for when he had
covered a quarter of a mile he suddenly caught the 2·1imme·r
of a light off to the left, about two hundred yal'ds distant.
The young deadshot g-ave a nod of satisfaction· and at once
headed in the direction of the light.
•
He moved with great caution, as he did not know just how ..
alert the men were.
But he soon found that it was hardly necessary to be cautious. for all five of them were · ;;eated around a small fire,
smoking and apparently taking life \;~
.sy.
A coffee not and some tin plates wer on the ground near
them. and their horses were tied a sp,o distance away.
Wild crept up to within thirty feet of them and then set~
tied down into a colnfortable position to listen to what they
were talking about.
·
But the conversation must have been dragging, for it was
little he heard them say.
Finally one of them looked at the leader and observed:
"Have yer made up yer mind yet what we're goin' ter do
about this feller called Young Wild West, Hank?"
"I've been doin' some tall thinkin', Burt," was the reply.
"But I ain't jest settled in my mind what's ther best thing
ter do. It is putty sartin that Young Wild West an' his
cards found old Gene Leeds alive, an' that's how they come
ter know that we shot him. But whether they know anything about ther Treasure Trail or not is another thing-.
Anyhow, they ain't goin' ter live vezy long. Young Wild
West an' his two pards has got ter die-that's what!"
"How abo11t ther two Chinamen ? " asked one of the men.
"Oh, we'll shoot them as they try ter git away, jest fur
fun."
Just then there was a crashing in the underbrush , and
then a wild, uneal'thly scream rang out.
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"Well we had better start out the first thing in ths morn
Young Wild West was as much astonished as the five viling and' look for an arrowhead to point the way," Arietta
lams were, and he half rose to his feet.
suggested. "According to the piece of parchment, we should
find out right at the edge of the woods."
"That's 1·ight, Et," nodded our hero. "We were so anxious
to find water when we stTUck here that we forgot to look for
CHAPTER IV.
it. Just think ,of itr--we wanted water worse than we did
the treasure!"
THE MYSTERIOUS MAN OF THE FOREST,
"Well I will take a drink of water, when I am as thirst y
as
I .w~s then, every time," spoke up Dart. "We can live
The five villains grabbed their rifles and darted behind
without a treasm·e, but we can't without water."
trees as the awful shriek died away.
"That's jest as true as anything yer ever said in yer life,"
Wild did not stir from the spot, but kept his eyes riveted
nodded the scout, shrugging his shoulders, while a broad grin
in the direction the sound came from.
There was a short silence, and then there was a crashing snrP.ad over his bronzed face. "Still, when a feller has got
all ther water he wants ter drink, an' all ther grub he want s
in the bushes, followed by the noise of receding footsteps.
ter eat. somethin' in ther line of a treasure is nice ter find.
Hank Fuller and his men never stirred.
I'll leave it ter any one if that ain't right."
They seemed to be too frightened to do so.
They all agreed with him, and many were the comments
But the young deadshot was just enough interested to want
passed.
to know who it was· that had uttered the unearthly scream.
"Me allee samee likee lillee tanglefoot, too, so be," H op
He tiptoed his wa;r around in a hurry, and the next minute
he was Proceeding toward the 'place where he had heard the said, after the rest had expressed themselves. Watee allee
sa'mee velly nicee, but a lillee tanglefoo_j to dlink pletty oft en
footsteps.
,.._ ·
. There was just enough of a mystery attached to it to make is velly muchee finee, so be."
"That jest reminds me," spoke up Charlie. "Where did yer
him feel as though he must find out what it meant, and so he
g't that flask of whisky what we give ther dyin' man a drink
kept on, pausing now and then to listen.
Suddenly he heard the neigh of a horse, not more than a of, you heathen galoot?"
r-1"Me fetchee allee samee allee way flb:,i1 um last placee we
dozen yards to his right.
stoppee. Misler Charlie," was the bland reply. "Me likee
Youn.g Wild West darted that way in a hurry.
He was just in t·me to strike a little natural clearing in givee you allee samee lillee dlink, but me takee um last dlop
the woods and see a man in the act of mounting a horse.
lillee while ago, so be."
"Oh, I don't want none of it, anyhow. I don't have sich a
It was too dark to tell what the man looked like. but as
much as he could see of him made it appear as though his likin' fur ther stuff as you do."
clothing was in tatters, and that he had very long hair and
"Me see Misler Charlie allee samee dlunk, so be."
beard.
"But it's a good while ago, yer heathen. I know bett er
Wild's first impulse was to stop the fellow, but he changed than ter make a beast of myself now."
his mind right away.
"Lat light; you gittee mallied; len you no gittee dlunk
He had done nothing more than to give the five ruffians a some more, so be. Lat allee light!"
fright, and that made it appear that he was not in leag'Ue
Then the Chinaman laughed and danced a few steps of a
with them, anyhow.
,
·
jig that he had picked up somewhere.
Wild let th!;! mysterious stranger ride away and disappear
It was true what he said, as all knew, and this made the
and then he started back to the camp of his friends.
scout all the more mad.
But .he thought that he had better stop and find out how
He p;cked up a stick of wood and threw it at the dancing
the ~illain~ were since the scare, so he did so.
Celestial.
They were there yet, and they had piled brush around the
But it was neatly dodged, after which Hop got out of the
fire, so as to conceal it as much as possible.
way.
. The young deadshot could not help laughing softly to himBut Charlie was not satisfied.
's elf.
•
He made up his mind to get square with the funny China"I reckon that galoot certa·nly did give them a scare," he man. and he set his wits at work right then and there.
thought. "The:t haven't got much sand in them, when it
When everything had quieted down he found a chance to
comes to things that are mysterious. There they sit now. act.
huddled together, afraid that- a ghost or spectre is going to
Hop sat smoking, with his back against a tree, apparently
show itself, I suppose. I wonder if I hadn't better give them in a deep muse.
a rttle fright! By Jove! I reckon I will."
Charlie went to the brook to get a drink.
He felt around on the ground and found a short branch
There was a pail right at the edge of the bank, and this he
of rotten wood.
filled with water.
Stepping over, so he could have the way clear, he drew
Then he watched ' his chance and began creeping up behind
back his arm and then let the stick go straight at the group. the tree.
It hit one of them on the shoulder, and, bounding off,
Wild and the rest knew what he was up to, with the exstruck Hank Fuller in the face.
Instantly there were suppressed cries of excitement, but ception of Wing, who was dozing with his back against another tree that was only a few feet from his brother.
Wild did not wa·t. -~ 1
Charlie crept up with the pail and hung it on ·a. branch
He stole away in 'it.~ darlmess and hurried for the camp.
When he got back h~ found that his friends were begin- that was only about three feet above Hop's head .
He was so slick about it that Hop knew nothing of it.
ning- to g-et uneasy over Ii.fa rather long absence.
The pail was almost directly over his head, and if he got up
"Well. I found them, all :right," he observed, smirng at
quickly he was almost sure to upset it.
the looks of inquiry that were bestowed upon him.
Hav·n2: fixed it just as he wanted it, Charlie came on
. "Tell us about it, Wild;' said Cheyenne Charlie, impatiently, for he could tell it was something good he was about around and sat down.
He did not want to throw the water on the Chinaman right
to hear by the way Wild smiled.
Our hero proceeded to do so, after first advising that a openly, fox he did not consider there was any fun in a thing
of that kind.
sharp lookout be kept for the appearance of the villains.
He lighted his pipe. got it go :ng good and then coolly took
When they had heard the sto1'.v of his little scouting trip
·
·
a 1·evolver from his belt.
all hands were smiling.
Hop noticed this.
But they were not a little puzzled, at the same time.
"Set right still, you heathen galoot!" he roared out. sudWho could the mgged man be, and what was he doing in
denlv. "I'm goin' ter see 'how close I kin come to your left
t he lonesome woods ?
These were questions that they thought shoul d be an- heel!"
"Hip hi!" yelled Hop, and then up he jumped like a jackswered.
·
,.
"Maybe ther galoot is lookin' fur ther Treasure Trail, too; in-the-box.
Bump- splash!
an' that he's tryin: ter scare Hank Fuller an' his gang away,"
His head hit the pail squarely and the water doused him as
suggested the scout.
neatly as it could possibly have been done.
Wild nodded his approval at this.
Hop fell to the ground as though he had been shot.
"It strikes me that way, too, Charlie," he said. "That only
Some of the water splashed upon the dozing Wing, too,
m akes it all the more interesting."
·
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and if he had not been aroused by the shot and cry that followed it he would surely have been by the water.
As much surpr;sed as he had been, Hop soon recovered.
He understood just what it was that had happened, and he
knew only to9 well who was responsible for it.
Charlie fairly roared with laughter at the success of his
little joke, and the rest could not help joining in with him.
Hop got up in a very sheepish way and quickly went int-o
the tent where he slept.
"I reckon that took soma of ther funny business out of
him," remarked the scout, with a sat:sfied nod of his head.
"Maybe he won't say sich things very soon ag'in."
The night passed without our friends being interrupted by
any one.
A good watch was kept, but it proved unnecessa1·y.
They were all up and stirring shortly after sunrise, and
while the cook got the breakfast ready Hop looked after the
horses.
He seemed to have forgotten about what had happened the
night before.
But he had a way of making things seem what they were
not.
As soon as brea){rast was eaten our friends got ready to
hunt for the first arrowhead.
Finding it, th_ey would start on the Treasure Trail.

CHAPTER V.
ON THE TREASURE TRAIL.

ur reckon before we mount we will have a look along the
edge pf the woods for the mark," said Wild, as they were
about ready to leave.
"Come on, Wild!" e:J!:claimed Arietta. , "I am going- to see if
I can be the first to find it."
The boy joined her, as she left her horse standing and
started along the back trail toward the desert.
They had not come very far before striking the brook the
day before, so . in a very few m·nutes they got there.
Then they both looked ar ound on the ground for the prints
of hoofs that would indicate that it really was a trail that
had been used before the five villains had preceded them
over it.
Our hero was not long in satisfying himself that there was
an old trail -there. though it was almost bbliterated now.
The moment he had told Arietta he was sure of this her
sharp eyes turned to the trees that were scattered about so
thickly.
Just as she heard the rest approaching she found what she
was looking for.
On the side of a dead pine, which the bark had nearly left,
was an arrowhead, cut in with a knife.
It had been there a long time, by the looks of it, for it was
rather faint now.
But there was no mistaking it. It was an arrowhead, all
right.
"I told you I would find it!" the girl exclaimed. "There!
What do you think of that?"
"Sh-not so loud, Et," cautioned her lover. "It -migl1t be
that some one is spying on us. There is no use letting them
know our full business. n
"That's right," Arietta answered. "We had better not
show that we are paying a'ttention to any particular tree.
You can all walk past it. making out that you are looking at
the ground for footprints, or something of that kind. Then
you can take a look at it as you pass. You must all take
' note of which way it points."
Wild nodded and smiled.
"You are quite a schemer, Et," he said. "I guess you've
got the rig-ht idea about it, thoug-h I hardly think there is
any one near enough to see just what we are doing."
They all had a look at the mark on the dead tree and noticed that it pointed almost due west.
"It is easy enough to lay our course, for we can follow it
by the sun," said Jim Dart. "I guess we had better go on
eh, Wild?"
'
"Right away, Jim," was the retort.
In l~ss than ten minutes they reached the horses, and,
mountmg- them, set out on the Treasure Trail.
Hop and Wing- brought up the rear of the little procession
both seeminS? to be in an excellent humor.
'
To look at Hop, one would 11.ever thiiul: that he cherished

any desire for revenge on the scout for the impromptu ducking- he had received the nig-ht before.
But he did, though it could hardly be called a vengeful
feeling-.
Hop simply meavt to play a joke on the scout to pay him
back, that was all
But he was gomg to wait until the proper time came.
When they had nearly covered a mile all hands, including
the two Chinamen, were on the watch for what they c::illed
the "Mystic Sign."
But none was to be seen.
They searched about for some little time, and then, sat1sfied that they were on the same old trail that had led from
the dead tree near the edge of the desert, Wild advised that
they go on, and be on the lookout when they got further on.
· Th~s they did, and when they were in the neig-hborhood of ·
two miles from what they called the starting point they
came upon a big, gray rock that had the arrowhead
scratched upon it.
·
It was not in deeply, but quite plain enough to be seen.
"It looks ter me as though somebody mig-ht have come on
this trail afore," observed Charlie, shrugging h:s shoulders.
"Most any one would notice sich a mark as that, I reckon."
"Hardly, unless they were looking for it, Charlie," replied
Wild. "That is not so very much of a mark, when you come
to look at it. The rock is ,full of scratches and creases, and
no one would stop to pick out an arrowhead there. Still the
marks might have attracted the attention of somebody, and
they may have followed them and obtained the treasure. In
that case we will simply be going on a fool's errand."
A•Well, we will keep on going, anyhow," Arietta spoke up,
her blue eyes shining with an expectant light.
"That's right, Et," our hero answered. "We lnig-ht just as
well be following this trail as any other. We are pretty well
stocked with provisions, and if we don't strike a mining camp
or settlement in a week we can make out all right."
After that they had little or no· trouble in finding the
marks, though now and then one was missed.
When noon came they halted in a little glen and prepared
to rest for a couple of hours.
All this time they had not seen any signs of Hank Fuller
and his men, though they all felt pretty certain that the villains would follow them.
They had filled everything they had that would carry water
before leaving the camp in the morning-, but this proved to be
unnecessary, · since there was plenty of good water in the
little glen they had struck.
Little or no game had been seen during this morning, but
just as they came to a halt a flock of partridges got up and
whizzed off over the top of the underbrush.
"I reckon we had better do a little hunting before dinner,"
observed Young Wild West, as he dismounted. "There must
be plenty of partrid1.):es around here, for it is a 1·egular feeding g1·ounds for them. I won't be much surprised if we
strike some larg-er g-ame, too."
As if to verify his supposition, there was a slig-ht noise in
the underbrush, and the next moment the pattering- of some
four-footed creature was hea1·d.
Arietta unslung her rifle in a jiffy.
Then she started cautiously {lCross the g-len for a little
ridge.
::ine had barely reached it when a
· g buck started on a
run throug-h the woods.
/. ~
The animal had no doubt been cc;,ming for a drink, and had
suddenly become aware that th-€ glen was occupied by enemies to its kind.
Arietta quickly threw her rifle to her shoulder, and, taking
a quick aim, pulled th~ trigger.
Crang !
As the report rang out the deer gave a lnighty leap and
fell t o the ground.
"I reckon yer downed him, Arietta," said Charley, who had
followed the girl to the ridge with Wild.
"Well, you know what Wild always says, Char)ie ?" she
answered.
"Yes, I know-neve1· pull a trigger unless yer know you've
;;ot ver targ-et covered. That's it, ain't it?"
"That is it, e~ac_tly."
"Well, I'll soon fix that feller yer shot. But he won't be fit
ter eat afore supper time. thoug-h."
Then he called Hop, who ran after him quickly, kn.ife in
hand.
,
The two soon came back with the haunches of the deer,
which were promptly hQJl&' up to cool o-Jf,
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Meanwhile _;.nna and Eloise had got out their shotguns,
and were waiting to go after the partridge~.
,
Wild and Arietta joined them, and they started through
the thicket.
They ct :d not have te go more than two or there hundred
yards before they started a flock, and then they all banged
away to their hearts' c ntent.
They kept at it for over half an hour, and the result was
a dozen fat partridges.
"I guess that will do for the present," said our .hero, nodding approvingly at the bunch of birds. "There is no use in
killing any more game than we can use."
They were all agreed on tI1is, and, picking up the game,
they went back to the camp.
"We will save the partridges until supper tim'e, too," said
Wild. "Then we will have a feast, along with the venison."
Half an hour later and the noonday meal was ready. Then
they decided to rest for an hour.
When the time came to start they felt reluctant to leave
the pleasant little glen, for it was an ideal camping spot,
and no mistake.
It was just then that Hop decided to play a trick on the
scout, in order to get square for the ducking he had received
the night before.
The scout had been in the act of filling his pipe when Wild
gave the word to saddle the horses, and he had laid it on a
sto!:le, along with his tobacco.
Hop quickly sneaked around to it and hurriedly put something in the bowl of the pipe.
Then he put some of the tobacco in and left the pouch
open.
It so happened that no one saw him do this, and, with an
innocent look on his yellow countenance, he walked to his
horse and mounted.
The scout soon thought of his pipe, and he hurriedly finished :f_i.Irng it and then lighted it, after which he swung
himself in the saddle.
They all rode ofl' then on the Treasure Trail.
Five minutes later, just as Charlie was giving his opinion
as to how many of the myst:c marks they would strike before
night, a puff of smoke went up, followed by a burst of blue
flame.
It was his pipe, of course. and he was so startled that he
nearly fell from the back of his horse.
A burst of laughter went up from Wild, Jim and the girls,
for thev knew right away who was responsible for the trick.
"That's all right," said Charlie, when he had recovered.
"Ther heathen galoot has got square on me_; but jest wait!"

CHAPTER VI.
THE VILLAINS AND WHAT THEY PROPOSED TO DO,

It will be in order for us to now turn ou:r attention to the
five villains who were guilty of the murder of old Gene Leeds.
When Young Wild West threw the piece of stick that hit
two of thoir number, tli eY quite naturally thought that the
myserious person wh_, ~;tel uttered the awful shriek did it.
Instead of springing'~ their feet, they remained huddled
close to the ground and h s tened,
But our hero beat a reti·eat' in such a cautious manner that
they failed to hear anything save the ordinary sounds of the
fol'est.
It was fully a minute before one of tl1em ventured to speak,
and then Hank Fuller said, in a low, hoarse whisper:
"I reckon there's sometlun' mighty funny goin' on, boys.
Ther galoot what let out that yell a little while ago ain't
human, an' I'll bet on it! An' now he's come around an'
th rowed a rotten stick at us. I know the1· stick is I rotten,
'cause it broke in two when it hit me in ther face. It would
have give me a mighty good lick if it had been good an'
solid.""
"That's right, Hank," answered one of them. "But do yer
know one thing?"
"What's that, Skelch ?"
"I think that stick drol)ped from ther tree over our heads."
"What makes yer think that way?" asked the leader ,almost eagerly.
"'Cause I happened ter be lookin', an' it seemed ter come
right down straight when it liit Loeb, an' then bounced.off an'
hit vou."
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"Is that right, Skelch ?" the man spoken of as Loeb quer{ed.
"As sure's yer alive it's right."
"Then I feel better. I thought it was a ghost, or somethin', what throwed ther.. stick."
Then it was that all five brightened up.
They arose to their feet, one at a time, and took a look at
the branches of the tree above them.
As they were able to see a few dead limbs on it, they soon
managed to convince themselves that the piece of rotten
stick had really dropped from above.
"Jest put some more wood on ther fire, one of yer," said
Hank Fuller, after a pause. "It always makes it more cheerful ter have a bright light ter set by."
"It sartinly do," answered Skeich, as he grabbed up a
handful of dry leaves and tossed them on the fire. "I reckon
we kin drive even ghosts away with a bright light."
"Maybe it wasn't a ghost, after all," spoke up one, who
was called Burt. "I don't much believe in ghosts, anyhow.
That yell we heard sounded more like a crazy person exercisip' his lungs than anything else: I was in a town where
there was a lunatic asylum once, an~that i s jest ther way
ther lunatics screeched."
,
·
"Come ter think of it, ther screech was like a lunatic would
be apt ter givei" admitted FulLer. "BY.,t what in thunder
would a lunatic be doin' around here in rt~ wild place?"
"That's jest it! What would a lunatic be doin' around
here?" echoed Skelch.
"That's right," and the others nodded.
Then they all had something to say about it, and the convei:sation was kept up for about fifteen minutes.
They grew bolder all the time, and finally they began to
laugh and joke.
"Well," said Hank Fuller, after a pause, "it might be that
ther lunatic is tryin' ter find ther trail what will lead ter
ther treasure in ther Lost Cavern, same as we are. Then,
ag'in, it might be ther very galoot what knows all about
ther treasure. Yer all know that some one told Gene Leeds
about it. Wasn't he talkin' in his sleep about it? An'
wasn't he mutterin' it over every now an' then, when he
thought he was alone? I tell_yer, boys, there's somethin' in
this. That treasure exists somewhe1·es, an' yer can't make
me believe no different, either!"
"Yer can't make any of us believe no different, Hank,"
Loeb declared. "Ther blamed old treasure has got ter be
ours, too."
"If· Young Wild West lets us have it," added Hank, shrugging his shoulders . .
"Yer seem ter have heard of ther young galoot afore,
Hank?" observed Skelch.
.
"I have heard of him. I seen him in Phoenix once, too.
He's about ther luckiest young galoot what ever rorlc horseback, 'cordin' ter all accounts."
"Is that so? Is he putty dangerous?"
"You oughter know about that. Wasn't yer mig·hty glad
t er git away from him to-night? Don't yer think he's dangerous?"
.
"Well, it did sorter look that way, that's a fact."
"He never misses ther mark when he shoots, either. That's
somethin', ain't it?"
"I reckon it is.," spoke up Bul't. "There ain't many men
as don't miss once in a while."
"Well, they say he don't, so that means that · we clon't
want ter give him ther chance ter try hittin' us, boys. But,
fur all that, we must git him an' his pards out of thel' way.
I said that once afore to-night, an' I sartinly mean it."
"S'pose we sneak back to -their camp along towal'd 1v'ornin'
an' let 'em have it?" suggested Skelch.
.
Fuller shook his head.
"That wouldn't do," he answered. "They'd most likely
be on ther watch, an' afore we finished 'em they might fix
some of us. No! We must catch 'em when they ain't expectin' it. They're expectin' it to-night. Besides, come ter
th:nk of it, most likely they know jest where they're goin',
an' if they do, ther best thing we kin do is ter foller 'em.
Then, when they strike ther treasur e we kind fix '.em up an'
ta~e cha:rge of it. Ther gals will come in mighty handy;·
an we km shoot at ther two heathen on ther run, as I said
afore. That will be ther funny part of ther game."
Fuller grew more hopeful as he talked, and he really became quite eloquent.
·
"Jest think of it," he went on. "We goes an' kills old
Gene Leeds 'cause he wouldn't tell us where ther Loat
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Cavern is; an' then along comes Young Wild West r ight after
we leave ther old g'aloot to be picked by ther vultures, an'
then learns jest where ther Lost Cavern is I That's ther way
it must be, boys. I can't see it any different from that,
blamed if I kin I"
"I reckon you look at it right," nodded Sk~lch. "That's
about ther only way it could be."
"Well, then, instead of tryin' t er fix 'em now, we'll wait
till they git to ther place wher e ther treasure is. That's
ther game ter work now, boys. We'll lay low, an' when they
start out we'll foller 'em at a safe distance behind."
This seemed to suit all hands, and they were quick to declare themselves in favor of it.
As the evening passed, and nothing further occurred to
disturb them, the villains became quit e settled, and were in
their usual spirits.
When the time came to turn in Hank Fuller declared that
they must have one of ,their number to stand guard.
But no one wanted to volunteer, it seemed.
"I'll tell yer what yer kin do, boys," he said. "Ther four
of yer kin cut ther cards ter see who stand guard. I'm out
of it, of course, as I'm ther leader. Leader s don't have ter
do guard duty, yer kn.r,w. How is it? Are yer willin' ter
cut ther cards?" ,
"I'm willin' ter that," answered Skelch.
in Loeb.
"So am I," chi
"Me, toa." added b rt.
"How about you, ,Hoaker?" asked the leader, addressing
the other man.
"Oh, I'm perfectly willin'," was the retort. "But ter make
it interestin', s'pose we each put in five dollars, an' Iet ther
man what cuts ther highest take ther pot, an' ther low man
do ther guard duty. That would make it worth while, I
reckon."
Hoaker had a mania for gambling, anyhow. He would
rather gamble than eat, most of the time.
But they all had a liking for it, and as they seemed to be
pretty well supplied, Hoaker's suggestion was acted upon
right away.
Each of the four put up five dollars, and then Hank handed
them a greasy deck of cards.
"Shuffle 'em up good, boys," he said. "Each of yer kin
have a turn at it, an' then you'll know that it's all right. Go
ahead an' cut. · I'll put twenty dollars ag'in ther pile an' cut
ther cards with ther winner. Go ahead!"
They soon were ready to cut.
Skelch did so first and got a king.
"I reckon that's putty good," he observed, smiling at the
rest.
Burt came next with a ten-spot.
Then Loeb tri ed his luck and turned over a queen.
"Putty high, but I might jest as well cut a deuce," he said.
Then Hoaker took his turn, and when he turned over an
ace he gave a nod of satisfaction.
"I win ther money, an' Burt does ther watchin'I" he ex'
claimed.
They showed their .willin~ess to let him take it.
Then Fuller put up twenty dollars against the pot and the
cards were shuffled.
When the cut came he won, and, with a chuckle, he pushed
the money in his pocket.
"If I'm only as lucky in dealin' with Young Wild West' as
I am in cuttin' cards I r eckon it'll come out right, boys," he
said. "Sorry there ain't no saloons close by, fur I'd like ter
treat yer all."
Soon after that the camp of the five villains was wrapped
in gloom, for Hoaker was not long in falling asleep after he
heard the snoring of the others.

,

___

CHAPTER VII.
IN THE VALLEY.

Toward the close of the afternoon our friends came to a
very rocky and hilly part of the country.
The forest had thinned down to only a few bunches of
trees here and there, but the grass still seemed to be plenti,
'
ful, which showed that there must be water in the hills.
Since starting on the Treasure Trail they had counted
thirty-one places where the arrowhead appeared, but as they

had traveled considerably over thirty-one miles many of them
had been missed.
But it made little difference to them whether or not they
saw any but the last one.
That was the mystic mark that would point to the treasure
in the Lost Cavern.
Not. a sign of a human being, other than that there was a
trail-a very old one, too-had been seen dur;ng the entire
day.
But there was no doubt but that they were being followed.
That was a foregone conclusion.
"We want ter be on ther lookout fur a cavern putty soon,"
r emarked Cheyenne Charlie. "This is ther sort of country
where there's generally plenty of 'em."
"I was thinking that way, Charlie," answered Wild. "But
I hardly think we will strike the one we a re looking for tonight. I have an idea that it lies over there between those
ridges, The peaks and cliffs are plenty there, and there is
no telling how many caves there are. This part ·of the country is full of them, as you just said."
"Well. let us go on until we strike two or three more of the
signs," said Arietta. "I think by: that time we will be pretty
nearly there."
"All right, Et," the young deadshot answered. "You were
the first to spy one of the arrowheads; maybe you will be
the one to find the cavern where the treasure is supposed
to be."
"I am going to try to be," was the retort, while the girl
smiled, as though she had an idea that she would be.
Though Charlie had taken the trick Hop had played upon
him in a l!'ood-natured way, he felt like making it warm for
the Chinaman.
He considered that he ought to have the last call in the
game.
But he knew that the clever fellow was on the ·watch for
him now almost continually.
However, the time might come when he would be able to
g·ve him another surprise that would equal the pail of
water trick.
Half a mile further on they caJ1'e upon another arrowhead
scratched on a big chunk of sandstone.
In a few minutes they came to a narrow defile, which ran
in snake fashion through a craggy elevation.
"Wild," said Arietta, "we are near;ng our destnation, I
.
think."
;;You think so, eh?"
Yes; I can't help feeling that way."
"Well, all right. I am glad of it. I am anxious to find out
what sort of a treasure it is."
"I th'nk you have forg<Ytten something, Arietta," spoke up
the scout's wife just then.
"What is that, Anna?"
"Don't the writing on the chart state that the Lost Cavern
is about eighty miles from the edge of the desert?"
"Yes, that•is so," Arietta admitted. "I had quite forgotten that. We haven't traveled more than fifty or sixfy miles,
have we, Wild?"
"Just about that, if I am any judge, Et," was our hero's
reply.
"Then we need not expect to iind the treasure to-n!ght. n
The girl spoke in a disappointed lf?t'~i.a_.of voice. •
"Well, it will soon be dark, anyhv./. I reckon daylight is
the best time to look for such thi:t\gs."
"Daylight makes no difference ;w'h en you have got to search
in a dark cavern, though."
"That is true, too. But just make up your mind that you
are going to find the Lost Cavern to-morrow. That will be
best, I think. We will push on through this pass, and the
first good piece we find to pitch our camp we will stop for the
night."
The ~irl nodded.
She was always willing to do anything Young Wild West
said.
She regarded him as her guiding star, anyhow, and anything he said was all right.
The pass ran in a very crooked way, and it proved to be
longer than our friends had any idea of.
It was fully half an hour before they reached the end of
it. and then they found themselves in a pleasant little valley
that appeared to be surrounded on all sides by towering cliffs
that were impossible to climb, even for a goat.
But they knew that there might be passes leading through,
wldch .were not discernible from where they were.
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Two or three hundred yards to the left of them they saw a
small wate-rfall, and toward this they made their 1way, as it
had been agreed that they were to go into camp as soon as
they found a suit~ble place after getting through the pass.
The waterfall suggested the place right away.
It was nothin11; more than a little cascade, but there was
no doubt but that the water was cool and sweet, and that was
what they were looking for.
They were not long in reaching the spot, where the water
tumbled into a little basin at the foot of the cliff.
"I reckon this is one of them campin' places what's made
ter order fur us, Wild," said the scout, nodding with satisfaction, as he took in the surroundings,
"It does look that way, Charlie," was the reply. · "You two
Chinamen can get the camp in shape as soon as possible,
now. Let yourselves jingle!"
"Allee light, Misler Wild," came from the pair of them,
almost in the same voice.
"I guess I'll take a look around and see if there is anything to be seen," remarked Dart, as he walked toward a
tall Pine that was easy to climb. "It may be that Hank
Fuller and his gang are not far away."
"A good idea, Jim," said Wild, nodding his approval.
Jim was not long in gett:ng to the top of the tree.
Once there he found he had a fine view of the little valley.
But there was pothing to indicate that there were any
human beings but themselves in it.
But he did not start to come down right away.
The view was a good one, and he wanted to have a good
look around.
He could see the mouth of the pass plainly, though it was
shut off from the view of our friends on the ground, on account of a sharp corner of the bluff they had rounded in
picking out the spot they wanted to occupy,
As Jim sat in the treetop, watching the place they had
eme1·ged into the valley from, a horseman suddenly came
through and started across the grass tract that intervened
between the cliffs that surrounded the place.
It was not one of the five villains; he could see that at a
s:ngle glance.
The man m.ig-ht have been old. or he may have been only
of middle age, for his hair and beard were long and unkempt,
concealing- nearly his entire features.
The clothing he wore was literally in rags, and the Indian
·'
pony he was mounted upon was bony and lame.
The first thing Jim did was to drop his hat to attract the
attention of his friends below.
. They_ knew '":hat he meant right away, and when they saw
him pomt out mto the valley they hastened for the bend in
the cliff and got a look at the horseman.
"By jingo!" exclaimed Wild. "That is the identical fellow
who frightened Hank Fuller and his men last nig-ht. It was
dark when I saw him riding- away\ but I saw enough of him
to ~ow him again. He is the man of mystery in the case,
all r;ght."
Jim hm:riedly descended the tree.
"What do you think of that old fellow, Wild?" he asked.
"Wild told him.
"Ah! Then I guess the treasure in the Lost Cavern must
be g-uarded, eh?"
"He mig-ht be the g-uardian of it."
"S'pose I foller him an' find out where he g-oes ?" suggested the scout. ,
"Well," answered our hero, "I don't know as he has done
anything to us, so it is hardly necessary for us to pry into his
business. Anyhow, it is pretty certain that we will run
across him again. I think we had better let him alone, Charlie."
"All right. I reckon you're right on that, Wild. We won't
bother with him, but will stick ter ther clue what ther dyin'
man give us. It might be that ther ragged old galoot will
make trouble fur us, if there is any treasure ter be found.
But that's what yer call an after considerat:on, I 1·eckon."
They watched the old man and saw him disappear at the
other side of the valley, as though he entered a pass or the
mouth of a cave.
They all marked the spot well in their minds. and then
turned to see about the supper.
"Ther next ter come through inter this here valley will be
ther five sneakin' g-aloot what's afraid of their own shadders," observed the scout.
They all thought the sam'e way, so he received a simultaneous nod from them.

Wing soon had the supper ready, so they all ate hea1tily
of broiled venison, not forgetting to keep a watch out for the
villains in the meantime.

CHAPTER VIII.
THE VILLAINS REACH THE LITTLE VALLEY,

-

Hank Fuller and his men were up and stirring shortly
·
after daylight.
They did not want to allow Young Wild West and his
friends to get away without their knowing it, for they meant
to take the trail and follow them.
·'Let's have somethin' ter eat as soon as possible, boys,"
the villainous leader said. "Yer kin bet your la.st dollar that
Young Wild West is lookin' further Treasure Trail, an' once
he gits on it we'll· be there, too. Then it will be a 11:ame
between us ter see who gits ther treasure; that's all. I
reckon we oughter win out, all right."
"Oh, we kin do that, I guess," Skelch retorted. "But it
won't be by square fightin', though. We've 11:ot ter do it ou
ther sly."
"Of course. Yer don't s'pose we're goin' ter 11:it uo an'
challeng-e Young Wild West ter fi.11:ht it t, do yer? Well,
I should reckon not!"
1
Between the lot of them, they soon sr& a fire kindled, and
·
then they got the breakfast ready.
They ate it rather hurriedly, and then got their horses
ready, so they could start out at a moment's notice.
"I reckon I'll sneak around a little and find out what
Young Wild West is up ter," observed Fuller, after he had
thought a minute. "It may be that they've took a• early
start, an' have gone already."
' The villain set out in the direction of the camp of our
.
friends.
Knowing that he might get shot if he was found spying
upon them, he went about with the greatest of caution.
It just happened that they were leaving the camp, after
hav;ng found the beginning of the Treasure Trail, when
Fuller got in sight of them.
The villain gave a nod of satisfaction, and he watched
them 'until he was sure they were going away for good.
Then he hurried back to his waiting companions and reported.
"I reckon I wasn't a minute too soon, either." he added.
"They've started, all ri11:ht. If I'd waited about five minutes I
s'pose they would have been out of sight."
"Well, it wouldn't have been no trouble ter foller their
trail, I reckon," Burt answered. "Ther ground is putty soft
in ther woods here, an' they couldn't have covered their
tracks nohow."
"\Veil, we must be ready ter go rig-ht on after 'em, as soon
as they git a little ahead."
As luck would have it, our friends came along within a
hundred vards of the villains. but the undergrowth happened
to be so thick there that they could not be observed.
They heard them talking as they rode by, however, though
they could not understand what the conversation was about.
A few minutes later they started on the trail.
As they knew nothing about the arrowheads that were cut
on the trees and rocks, they did not look for them, of course.
But they were satisfied that Young Wild West and his
friends were on the Treasure Trail, and as they could see
that the trail was an old one, they decided that they were
going rig-ht. •
Hank Fuller managed it very well, and never once did he
iret near enough to our friends to run the risk of being d:scove1·ed.
They halted at noon near the spot our friends had first
rested at, after first finding out that they were there.
Then they went on. following the trail with a dogg-ed determination, but never running the risk of being seen.
As they all knew that Young Wild West was the Champion
Deadshot of the West, they had good reasons to be careful.
When they came to the mouth of the little pass late that
afternoon they began to think that they were getting close
to the end of their journey.
"You mark my words, we're right on this here Treasure
Trail at this minute!" exclaimed Hank Fuller. "There ain't
no tellin' but that we're almost there. Jest wait a few minutes, an' then we'll go on through this pass, same as them
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what's g-one on did. It can't be so very far through here.
When we git ther other side we're likely ter strike somethin', I reckon."
· They rode their horses under a tree a short distance from
the mouth of the pass and dismounted.
Just then they heard a sudden noise off to the right, and
then a horse and rider suddenly appeared.
It was the old man in the ragged clothing, and as he saw
the five horsemen he let off that same old yell that had so
startled them the night before.
"Ther ghost!" gasped Skelch. turning- pale.
"But it's a live one, all right," answered Fuller, trying to
smile. "Hey, there! Come back here, you ragged-lookin'
galoot!"
He called out good and loud, but the horseman never paid
a bit of attention.
He rode into the pass and disappeared in a hurry.
"I was goin' ter let a shot go at him, but I thoug-ht I'd
better not," observed Loeb. shru_g-ging his shoulder~
"Well, I don't know- as we oughter shoot ther crazy galoot," the leader answered. "He ain't done nothin' more ter
us than ter g-ive us a sort of scare. He's crazy, L.think."
"Most likely," Skelch answered, seeming gl_ad to accept that
version of it.
Fuller was in no particular hurry to get throug-h the pass
now.
Somehow, he S( ' >n.M to be a little afraid about it.
"I reckon we',:d 1?tter wait till after dark afore we tackle
it," he said. ab1 ~ e had thoug-ht the matter over. "Anyhow, it's time fur supper. We may as well have what we've
got ter eat right here, boys."
Like our fr iends, they had shot some l!.'ame during the dav;
and not only that, but had helped themselves to some of the
venison that had been left by them.
So they kindled a fire and cooked a pretty g-ood sort of a
meal, for they had meat and salt to last them fot several
days.
They remained right in sight of the mouth of the pass
while this took place, and every now and then some of them
looked at it, as though they expected to see the ragged, old
horseman appear.
But he did not come, and soon it beg-an to :?row dark.
They did not keep the fire burning, for they did not want
to give any one a chance to see the light from it.
As soon as it had got good and dark the leader nodded to
his men and said:
"I reckon we'll go on now, boys. We want ter go sort~r
slow, too, 'cause it are likely that Young- Wild West are
E:XPectin' ter see us come along. We'll git through there, an'
then we want ter be on ther watch fur a campfire."
"Maybe they won't have no campfire burnin'," spoke up
Loeb. "It ain't likely, that they want ter run ther risk of us
findin' where they are."
"Oh, I reckon they ain't afraid of us," said Skelch, shaking his head. "They didn't act much that way last night,
anyhow."
"No; they'll have a light, all right," the villainous leader
declared. "They wouldn't stay in ther dark, not on our account. Young- Wild West ain't ther one ter be afraid of a
few like us. If there was a doz~n or more of us, it mig-ht be
different."
"It mig-ht, that's a fact. But I don't know about that.
If thht boy started in ter shootin' once, an' his pards an'
that g-al j'ined in, there wouldn't be a dozen of us very
~~,,
.

"Yes; but yer must remember that we'd be doin' somethin'. too."
"Oh, sa1·tinly. I knows that."
They all started through the pass, Skelch riding at the
side of Hank Fuller and the others coming in single file.
They could hardly have g-one very fast in the darkness, if
they had desired to, so they were satisfied to go with the
l1orses at a walk.
In due time they emerged from the dark and crooked
pass, and then they paused and looked around them.
"We've struck a nice little valley, all right," Fuller whispered. "But we've got ter be mighty ca1·eful, 'cause it are
most likely that Young- Wild West is camped around here
somewhere."
"S'pose we tum ter ther right an' take ther chances?"
suggested Loeb.
"Not till we know fur sure that they ain't there. Jest
wait. I'll git off my horse an' go around that way a little
distance an' see if I kin spy anythin,g- of a camDflre."

This pleased the four, and they all nodded.
The leader was not long in starting off on his m1ss1on.
As luck would have it, he went in just the right direction
to escape running into the camp of our friends.
They had gone to the left when they entered the little valley.
·
Hank Fuller did not go more than fifty yards before he
was able to discem the fire in the camp on ther other side
of the pass.
He took a good look. but the bushes prevented him from
catching sight of any of those who were there.
"I reckon we're all right now," he .muttered. "We k rn git
around this way, an' they won't know that we've come into
ther valley at all."
Back he went t_q his companions and let them know of the
discovery he had made.
The next minute all five were riding along to the right,
close under the cliff.
They kept on for nearly a mile, not knowing that they
were really but gradually gett;ng- a1·ound the valley, which
was almost circular in shape.
Probably they might have ~one all the way if they had
not come to the mouth of a cave all of a sudden.
The cave suggested a good place for them to stop at. so
they quickly dismounted.
,
Hank Fuller ventured inside it and lighted a match.
It happened to be just the sort of a place they wanted,
and when he found that it was not already occupied by anything in the four-legged line, he exclaimed:
"Here we are, boys! Here's where we'll make our headquarters. There's water here, too, so I reckon no one kin
r un us out till we git ready ter go-not very handy, anyhow."
CHAPTER IX.
CHARLIE "GETS SQUARE" AGAil'l'.

Nothing interfered with our friends during the night.
It seemed that the valley was utterly deserted of human
oeings ~ave themselves.
Cheyenne Cha1·lie had taken the last trick at watch'ng
during the night, and when the sun was just peeping over
a distant range he awoke the others.
"By jingo!" exclaimed Wild when he g-ot up and came 0 11 t
of the tent. "I don't know when I have slept so sound before. It must be that the air here is good for sleeping.
How is everyth'ng, Charlie?"
"Jest ther same as when you turned in, three hours
ag-o, Wild." was the reply.
"Good! If Hank Fuller and his gang have got here they
have not seen fit to bother us, anyhow."
"Oh, I reckon they won't bother us-not in an open way,
anyhow. What they'll do, if it's anything-. will be on ther
sly."
Jim now came up, rubbing his eyes.
He, too, had slep! very sound.
"I guess we could not have struck a finer part of Arizona,
:f we had tried." he observed, as he drew a deep breath of
the fresh, morning air.
"I reckon not. Jim," Wild answered. "This is certainly
all right. Plenty of game, plenty of g~od water and any
quantitv of pure air to breathe. One couldn't ask for much
more tli_an that, providing, of course. that there was lots of
excitement and danger mixed up with it."
"Well, we will have plenty of all, before we get through
with the Treasure Trail, most likely."
"I hope· so."
"I want ter see ther galoots what killed that old man fix~d
afore I git away from here," the scout spoke up. "They
ain't fit ter live, they ain't.-"
"If thev don't bother us
:inust not bother them, I suppose. Still, if we--'happen to come across them when we are
going away we had better take them along with us and hand
them over to some sheriff or deputy. They should be made
to suffer for murdering old Gene Leeds."
"They'll git their medicine, all right," and Charlie smiled,
significantly.
The !!."iris now came out of their tent, smiling, and otherwise looking haDPY.
Neither Hop nor Wing _had showed up yet, and when he
noticed it Cheyenne Charlie promptly started for their sleeping quarters.
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It was not long before he saw a column of smoke rising
He looked in the tent and found them both sound asleep.
a po~nt nearly opposite them, quite close to the cliff
the
from
muttered
ag'm,"
square
git
l
"I reckon heres wnere
gave a nod of satisfaction and then tried to catch a
He
smartest
ther
ain't
he
th,nk
scout. "1'11 just make that Hop
of those who had the fire burning.
g-!impse
galoot what lives, all right."
In a minute or two he did so.
!!'he loose, baggy coats the Chinamen wore were hanJting to
He saw a man leading a horse along under the cliff, and
the t entpoles near them.
it only took one glance to let him know that it was one of
Charlle knew Hops easily.
It was made of a sort of thin oilcloth, lined with canvas, Hank Fuller's gang.
The distance was not more than five hundred yards, and
and the inside was full of pockets.
quite distinctly,
These pockets contained no end of small articles and little he could see himmust
have come in under the cover of the
"Well, they
phials containmg certain chemicals that Hop used in his
darkness." he thought. "I'll go down and report to Wild."
manufactu re of fireworks.
Down the tree he went and quickly told our hero what he
Very often there were large bottles in them, and somehad seen.
times these contained whisky.
"I am not surprised," Wild said, nodding- his head. "They
Just now, however, Cheyenne Charlie was looking for
were bound to follow us, you know."
some,'1ing that would awaken the sleEl_ping pair.
"They want to be close by when the treasure is found,"
H e knew that, Hop almost always had firecracker s with
spoke up Arietta. "Well, if there is a treasure it must not do
.
him.
deserve hanging more tho they do a
One of them would answer the scout's purpose very well. them any good. They
.;
He went through the pockets carefully, taking care not treasure, I think."added the scout.
"Or shootin',"
to make a sound that would arouse the sleeping pair.
"Well. I reckon we are in no great danl!'er from them,"
A nod of satisfaction soon told that Charlie had found
our hero, after a moment's thought. "We will
observed
for.
looking
was
he
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a g-ood watch on them. of course. And we will go
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it.
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they
so
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that
but
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from
eet
f
three
Wing was only about
Then there was the mysterious , ragged, old man to look up.
·
'
no difference to Charlie.
Wild decided that they had plenty to keep them busy for
He could have the benefit of some of it.
even if Hank Fuller and his g-ang were not there.
while,
a
the
placed
carefully
and
water
of
He now lifted the pail
it over, they decided to keep the camp right
talking
After
was
that
side
the
on
projected
~racker under it, so the fuse
they had learned whether or not the trail
until
was
it
where
victim.
furthe st ftom the head of his intended
the valley and out at the other side.
throug-h
on
ended
ext
the
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out
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and
This done, he lighted the fuse
y that t he person who wrote the
possibilit
a
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was
There
t ent.
have m ade a mistake in the
mig-ht
map
the
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ds
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listen."
"Just
"I'll wake ther two heathens," he said.
desert to the Lost Cavern.
the
of
edge
the
from
ance
dist
then-and
Ther e was a short interval of silence,
"Charlie, I reckon you and I will go and look for the
' Bang!
said, after a pause. "The rest can stay here till
There came a combined yell of terror from the two China- trail," Wild
If we find that it g-oes on throu g-h the valley
back.
g-et
we
dripping
face
and
men, and then out they came, Hop's head
we will follow it, tha t is all. We have started to find the
with water.
Lost Cavern, and if there is such a place we mu st find it."
The exploding cracker had upset the w.ater right on him.
"Wild, I iruess I'll go with you and Charlie," Arietta said.
The scout was so pleased over the success of his little
they were iroing to start. "I want to be the
foke that he dropped down upon the ground and fairly rolled. when she saw
treasure, you know, and I can 't help thinkin~
J im ran in to make sure that the cracker would set noth- one to find thevery
close at hand. "
ing afire, and, finding that there was no danger of such a but that it is
"All right, E t," was the reply. "You can. come along."
thing, came out and joined in the ireneral laug-h.
If anything-, Wing was more frightened than his brother,
who was the intended victim of the joke.
But when he saw that the laug-hing was directed at Hop
CHAPTER X.
principally he g-radually understood .
"Misler Charlie allee samee gittee square with my blother,
ARIETTA'S AWFUL PERIL.
so be," he observed, trying to smile.
"I guess he has done it, too," Wild answered. "Now, just
Arietta picked up h er rifle, and, turnin::r to Anna and
treat vourself to a little water, and then iret at the breaksaid:
Eloise,
fast, Wing."
"When I come back I will t ell you how I discovered the
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
treasure, girls. Just r em ember that, will :you ?"
"Hop, wake up and attend to the horses."
"All right," Anna replierl.
Wild."
Misler
"Allee Jig-ht,
"I won't .be a bit surprised if you do, Et." E loise said.
He spoke very m eekly, but the glance he shot at the scout
loved to g-o where dang-er and mystery 1ay, and she
She
revenge.
of
thinkingalreadv
was
tolrl t?nlv too nlai~ that he
ys ready to protect herself from dang-er, when she
alwa
was
a
enjoyed
ever
Charlie
It is hardly likely that Cheyenne
too.
it,
found
one.
that
than
heartier
was
laug-h that
The t hree walked out into the open. Wild and Charlie
"Allee samee I?'? _bang! an' upsettee water, so be, Hop!"
knowing- full well t hat the villains would most l ikely see
he called out, densively.
"1:at allee light., Mister Charlie," was the reply. Me no I them.
But they were not afraid of five such men as they had
forg1ttee, allee samee.
·
, "I !eckon ve~ won't, not fur a while, anyhow. I told yer sho,vn themselves to be.
Hank Fuller and his gang- were a set of cowards even
1 d int square.
'
'
thoug-h they were bad.
"Me irittee square, too, Misler Charlie."
They would not attack the three in the open, and they
"I r~ckon" vou'd better sha~e hands and call it off," spoke
H?P, you are still ahead of the game, if you felt sure of tha t.
up Wild.
Wild, Charlie and Arietta made t heir way to the pass
count _everythmg you?,,have done to Charlie. Just forget
they had come through the nigh t before.
·
ab8ut it. ~o you J?.ear · . ,,
Once there they halted and looked through it as far as
.
.
Allee light, Misler ~1ld. .
crooks in it.
Then he at~ende~ to his duties, Just as. thoug-h nothmg had thcv could on account of the
like an arrO\\head on either
looked
that
nothing
was
There
had
soon
and
himself
on
hustle
a
g-ot
Wmg
while
happened.
of the sides.
the. brea~ast under way.
But the last one they had seen was on the riirht side of
Jn~ climbed the tree he had taken an observation frQm
the trail, pointinl? directly west.
tb~ p1ght before, and took a look around the little valley.
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It was easy to tell ·which was west now, for there was and he went. I guess it was because I am crazy ·sometimes.
the sun, but an hour high in the east.
1 don't know, but he often told me 1 was. A month ago he
Wild chose a · course and started almost straight across sent a pile of money to his relatives in the East. But the
the center of the little valley,
treasure! Well, it was his by r ..ght; I do not want it! I
A little over half-way across there was a group of trees, have no use for a treasure. It is yours now-if you find
it! Ha, ha, ha!"
·
one of them a pretty big one.
Vvhen they got to the group they saw the mark on the
Then he turned and ran behind a big rock and disaplarger tree.
peared.
"Here we are!" our hero exclaimed. "We are still on the
"1vlore mystery," said Arietta, who had recovered herself
Treasure Trail, I reckon."
·
the moment \,V1ld addressed the eccentric, old man.
"I should reckon so," nodded Charlie.
"Yes. and near its end, too," Arietta answered. "I can't
help saying that, Wild, because I feel that it is right."
"Well. l guess we had better see where he went," spoke up
"Good! The ia.ooner we reach the end the better now, for Wild. "I am more inte1·ested than ever now."
I am about ready to have something startling happen."
Arietta led the way to the spot the old fellow had dis"Well," observed the scout, shrugging his shoulders, "I I appeared from, and found herself lookrng into the mouth of
reckon when we git to ther end of ther trail we'll see some- a dark cave that was concealed from view by a sharp, slantthin' of ther ragged galoot. I can't help thinkin' but that ing wall of rock.
··There is no mystery about where he went," she said,
he'.s somehow connected with ther blamed old treasure."
"Maybe he is," our hero answered. "But it can't belong pointing into the cave.
to him, unless he is the one who made the map and wrote
Then she stepped boldly inside, holcLng her rifle so she
what is inscribed under it."
could use it at a seconds I!oti.:e.
"He might have done that. He might have give it t er old
::;he had scarcely got inside when she stepped upon nothGene Leeds, too. Yer can't tell about these here things, yer ing but the empty air and went downward a couple of feet.
know."
·
She t·ied to keep upon her .fe~t, but found herself upon a
"That's so, Charlie."
steep incline, and could not do so.
"Well, if we c~ -cJepend on what the dying man said, . tht.
Then she went slidmg and rod ng' downward into the darktreasure is our a .; we succeed in finding it," Arietta re- ness!
marked.
?i- c:> ,
"Wild! Wild! Save me!" she shouted, as she relinquished
"That's right, v;the scout declared. '
her grasp upon the rifle and strove to stay herself.
After looking at the mark and carefully observing 'which
Wild and Charlie rushed into t he cave.
way it pointed, they set out straight for the crtl's on the
But t11ey had been warned when they heard the girl fall,
other side.
and as they looked clown at their feet they saw the opening
The spot where Jim had seen the smoke and the man and ·n the ground.
horse was a little off to the right of this.
But our dashing- young hero did not hesitate to drop clown
But if the arrowhead had pointed straight for it Wild irlto it.
.
would have i.one there.
~ · ,:::i he fo tmd that he could make his way clown without
He was not going to allow Hank Fuller and his men to faliing.
cheat him out of the treasure.
·
"l.,ome on, Charlie" he exclaimed.
He was ready and willing to fight for it now. and if the
Then the scout was right after him.
villains chose to do that they would have the fight of their
Slipp'ng and sliding, . they went on down a;; fast as they
lives on hand.
could.
It did not take the three long to get to the cliff.
It was dark as pitch, but Young Wild West was not going
One of the first things they took note o{ when they got to stop when his brave, little sweetheart was in danger.
there was a huge rock that was almost white in color.
They were not more than ten seconds in reaching a part
It lay within a dozen feet of the foot of the perpendicular of the dark passageway where the slope was gradual.
wall of rock that formed the face of the cliff.
Just then something happened that fairly chilled their
Arietta ran ahead and got to it first.
blood.
She expected to find the mystic. mark there--and she did.
An agonized scream rang out through the darkness of the
It pointed straight ahead.
'
cave, followed by a fierce growl.
But that was not all!
"A light, Charlie!" cried .Wild.
Almost under it the three letters, "J. V. M.," appeared.
The scout struck a match and instantly set his hat in a
"Wild," said the girl, coolly, "I guess we are near the end blaze.
of the trail. Here are the initials of the person who drew
The sight they beheld was a terrible one.
the map."
Arietta lay prostrate on the ground, a big mountain lion
The words were scarcely out of her mouth. when a human holding her down, the huge paws resting upon her breast!
figure suddenly appeared before her, coming from she knew
Young Wild West, though thrilled by the awful sight, did
not where.
not lose his wonderful nerve.
Though she had never seen him, the girl knew who it was.
His right hand held a revolver all the way down into the
It was the old man in the ragged clothes!
cave, and as quick as a fl:.<sh it was leveled at the ferocious
"Where come ye from?" he cried, hoarsely, his eyes shin- beast.
ing like coals of fire. "Why do ye come here? There is only
Crack!
The sharp report rang out and echoed through the cave.
one man who shall come here!"
The lion was hit squarely in the center of the forehead,
"Well, he is dead, so we came in his place," Young Wild
West answered, coolly, as he stepped forward beside his but not killed.
sweetheart. ." Gene Leeds is dead, and he g-ave us the chart
Leaving its intended prey, the beast spran!!' at the boy.
to follow the Treasure Trail."
But Wild sidestepped, and as it passed him he fired agah,.
The old man's face softened instantly.
This time the bullet took effect, for it went squarely under
"Gene Leeds dead?" he said, slowly. "How did he die?"
the left foreshoulder.
.
"He was slain bv enemies, who wanted to get his secret
Down went the mountain lion in a quivering heap.
from him.."
Charlie darted forward and lifted the girl from the ground.
Again the dangerous light flashed in the old man's eyes
"I am all right," she faltered. "Oh, it was an awful ex"He was slain by enemies, was he?" he cried, fiercehr. perience, though!"
'
"Are you the enemies?"
"It is all right as far as that fellow is concerned, little
"Oh, no! ifon't think that for an instant, my friend," one," Wild hastened to say, as he took her frol'n Charlie, who
Wild replied.' "We found him on the desert just as he was still held the blazing hat in one hand. "But you were pretty
dying. We gave him water and a little whisky, and then near to death that time, Et."
it was that he told us who had given him his death wounds.
He also told us where the map the scoundrels wanted so
CHAPTER XI.
badly was hidden, and wheR he was no more we buried him
SKELCH HAS AN IDEA OR TWO,
in the sand and left the carcass of his horse to mark his
The five villains slept pretty well that night.
grave. We found the map of the Treasure Trail where he
told us it was, · and then we started on the trail. Was Gene
The cave was a dry one, and as they found plenty of
grass near the mouth of it for their horses, they had nothing
Leeds a partner of yours ? "
"He was. But he chose to leave this part of the· country, to worry about.
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This time they did not bother to keep watch-or try to more than a hundred yards away, and he promptly went and
caught him.
keep one, rather-and all turned in.
Wnen ne had brought the horse back he sat down and
They were up shortly after sunrise, however, and then
they decided to light a fire and cook their breakfast, whether wa.ted for the brealaast.
lt was not long after the villains had finished their mornYoung Wild West and his friends saw it and came over or
ing meal when tney saw Young Wild West. Cheyenne Charlie
not.
"I reckon they couldn't git us if they did come." Hank and A.rietta leaving their camp.
It was only naturnl that the ruffianly fellows should watch
Fuller sa:d, as he looked at the natural shield against bullets
the rocky partition on either side of the cave would afford. them closely to see where they went.
"Skelch" said the leader, as they saw ihe three halt at the
"It ain't likely they'll bother us if we don't interfere with
'em," Burt answered. "I don't think they're that kind. They group of trees and study something that was there, "I reckon
it's up ter me aI1' you ter ftnd out what's goin' on. Are yer
ain't built noth:n' like we are, yer know."
"I reckon not," spoke up Skelch. "If they was of ther afraid ter foller 'em with me?"
"Nope!" was the retort. "I'll go anywheres that you do,
same kind as we are in thinkin', I rather guess we'd bee'1
·
·
done fur by this time. Yer know what we'd do if a lot of Hank."
"All right. Jest hold yerself ready, then. Somethin's got
galoots come alQng an' tried ter run us, an' we was able ter
git ther drop on 'em, don't . yer? We'd riddle 'em, same's ter be done, an' it's me an' you what'll do it!"
They watched and saw the three go straight to the cliff.
we did old Gene Leeds!"
Then the two left the cave ;md started to creep up toward
"Hush!" excla;med Fuller, "Don't talk about Leeds. I'm
sorry we fixed ther old galoot now. We'd have been .iest a '.l them.
well off if we had let him go, most likely. He'd have met 1 They had not gone very far when they s;1w the old man
Young Wild West an' told him about ther Treasure Trail an' of mystery appear.
They watched him, wondering what it all meant.
ther Lost Cavern, fur sure. That boy cleadshot, as they call
They could hear the sounds of voices, but could not underhim. has got a way about him that sorter 'peals ter fellers
.,
stand what was said.
like Leeds."
When the ral!ged man disuppeared they *had no idea where
"I ain't worryin' about what he done; it's what's ter come,
most likely," observed the villain called Hoaker. shaking his he went, for they were not quite close enough to see.
But when Arietta went into the cave, followed by Wild and
head.
"It's what's ter come, eh?" the leader said. "What do yer Charlie, they took it for granted that there was either a cave
or a passage there, so they took the risk of stealing a
mean by that?"
"Well, yer ought ter know what I mean. What happens little nearer. •
The scream the girl ut.t.ered as she fell down into the dark
ter ther l!aloots what does murder?"
Cllve reached their ears, and they began to think that there
"Nothin', unless they're catched," answered Loeb.
"Well, that's it. Don't yer think that Young Wild West was something extraordinary taking place.
The two villains looked at each other.
means ter catch us an' take us ter some place where they'll
"What do yer make out of that, Skelch ?" asked the leader,
trv us in double-quick time?"
"What are yer talkin' about, Hoaker?" Hank Fuller asked. w\o was at a loss to account for what was happening,
I reckon ther old galoot must have grnbbed ther gal when
"Don't ye1· know that there won't b~ no Young Wild West
she went in after him, Hank," was the reply.
ter bother us when we git through with th is irame?"
'';l'hat_'s so!_ I'll bet that's )est what happened. Come on!
"Oh, that's only what you say, Hank. You want it that
way, all right. an' so do I. But it's dollars ter nickels that We 11 git a little b .t nearer.
They_ c_rept on f~r nearly fifty yards, and then, finding a
it won't be that way.''
"Hoaker is a croaker," said Skelch, laughing. "What do snug h1dmg place m the bushes, waited to see what would
ye~ want ter holler afore you're hurt fur? Don't yer s'_pose happen next.
Just then Skelch happened to look in the direction our
tha~ we kin put up some kind of a game that will beat
Young Wild West out? We must do it, or we'll be gone. three friends had come from.
He gave a start and touched his companion on the arm.
I'll admit that, all right. But I ain't got ther least doubt
"See there. Hank!" he exclaimed, in a whisper. "A heathen
·
but what we kin do it."
"That's ther way ter talk" the leader spoke up, showing Chinee is comin'! It's on<' of Young Wild West's Chinamen."
"Hanged if ver ain't right!" the leader declared.
how pleased he was by a nod and grin. "Skelch, you've got
Sure enough, Hop Wah was following the trail of Wild,
ther right idea of things in general."
"I know I have. I'll think up somethin' that'll be ther Charlie and Arietta.
The clever Ch;naman had set out to help them discover the
means of fixin' Young Wild West, too," was the quick retre;;,.sure they were looking for while Jim was not watchin,r
tort. "I ain't sich a fool as I look ter be."
.
"Well, yer don't look exactly like what I calls a fool, but him.
He had ~neaked off among_ the bushes, a_nd once outside o:f
yer have got a sort of sillv look, though," Burt observed.
As he grinned ·when he said it, Skelch did not grow of- the camp it was easy_ for him to come nght along,
1 . If f!art had call~d him back he would not have obeyed, but
fended.
"Go ahead an' have your joke," he said, putting on an Jim did ~ot do -this, tho_ugh he i::aw him, all r'ght.
_Hon did not go straight to the place he had seen our
air of importance. "I'll show yer something afore I'm
.
.
fnends go to.
through."
Instead. he turned off to the nght and_ 1;1ade straight for
"That's it, Skelch!" exclaimed Fuller, who now began to
look upon the man as a valuable adviser. "Just tell us what the spot. where Fuller and Skelch wei·e hidmg-.
Then 1~ ~vas ~hat Skelch was struck by what he thought
your idea is."
, W3s a br 11liant idea.exclaimed in a whisper.
W t
W'ld
y
f
t
· t . t
'd 18
· "W 11
1
"Say, Hank!" he
es an,
~r se a r3:p ur fung
e , my i ~a
.
"Whut is it?" was the reply.
h~s pard~. We 11 fix 1t so we, km le~d em ~om~whe1res an
"S'oose we catch that Chinee an' take him to our ca e ?"
git em .1~st where we want em. 'lhen we_ 11 pick em off
v ·
"What fur?"
from behmd somewhere~; an' when we've laid 'em out we'll
take ther _three ~a~s, git ther ,tr~asu~·e a~' make fur so~e . "Well. we might make him tell us what Young Wild West
place whete we amt kno"'.11 ~,'1 live hke nch galoots whats 1s un ter. It are most likely he knows."
"That's so. Skelch, you've got a great head. We'll catch
,
"
go,~ more money than bram,~. .
T~ll;t s~und~ putty good, said Hoaker. But. "";hats ther ther galoot. But maybe he's seen us here, fur he's headin'
startm P 1nt m your game? How are yer gom ter trap fur here, iest as :=-traight as he k in."
"Oh, I don't beli eve he's seen us. But here he comes. Git
.
.
,
'e~ ?"
thats ter be figured out yet. Give me time, won't ready ter s'prise him." ·
The two villains crouched low in the bushes.
,
.
.
.
.
,
ye~ ·
On came Hop, no doubt int·,nding to follow the line of the
Thats nght; give him time,' Fuller hastened to say,
Hoaker nodded, but it was evident that he did not think cliff to th e soot where he h a<l seen the three go.
He walked right up to where the wa'ting pair was conmu<'h of it.
While Loeb and Burt were getting the morning meal ready cealed, and when they suddenly arose before him, each with
a leveled revolver, he gave a gasp of astonishment.
Hoaker walked over to whe'r e they had left their horses.
"Whattee mattee?" he asked, trying to appear unconHe f<mnd that his had broken loose and wandered off.
• ; ~ut a rzlance around showed him that the animal was not ccrned.

9~,;
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"You fost yell out, aa' you'll find out wh;.t's ther matter,"
answered Skelcb. "Now. if yer want ter live, jest keep etill
an' give a."
"Me givee in, allee samee pletty quickee, so be."
"That's where you've got sense. Now, jest come on with
,
us. do yer hear.?"
"Melican mans no shootee poor Chinee ?"
"We won't shoot yer, not if yer answer a couple of ques.
tions. But come on with us."
"Allee light; me alle samee likee lillee lamb."
As the clever Chinaman did not have any weapons exposed
the two villains did not bother to tie his hands, but led him
hurriedly to the cave they, occupied.

CHAPTER

xn.

AllIETTA ANl) THE SILVER LODE.

"I reckon we'd better git out of here an' 11:it a lantern afore
we try ter go any further in this blamed dark place," said
Cheyenne• Charlie, as the last of his burning hat fell to the
ground, and darknfl~ came over the scene.
"That's right, ·Charlie," replied Young Wild West. "Et,
are vou hurt verv much?"
"Not a bit, Wild," was the reply. "I may have a few
bruises, but I don't call them hurts. The horrid beast did
nothing more than to knock me down and hold me there. It
seemed as though it was simpiy holding me •there to gloat
over me before making a meal of me. It was an awful experience, but as soon as I get a chance to wash a bit I will
be as good as ever."
"You are awful lucky, Et. I thought it was the last of
you when I saw the big brute holding his paws on you like
that. I was pretty certain I could not kill him by hitting
him in the head. But it was the only thing I could do, so
,
I let go at him."
"If he had not turned upon me it surely would have been
the last of you, for he would have torn you to pieces in 1iis
death agonies. I Charlie, just lead the way back. I reckon we
can manag-e to climb out of here."
"All right," answered the scout. and he promptly started
b21.ck, lighting a match to show the way.
Half carrying- his brave sweetheart, our hero followed.
It was all right until they got to the very steep part of
the passage.
Then they realized that they were going to have a hard
time in iretting back, if they could manaire to do it at all.
Charlie kept trying until he found that he could not get
up the incline.
Then he rested for a minute and lighted another match.
It was a passag-eway that was not more than six feet in
width that they were in, and the rock was so slipperv."both
under their feet and at the sides, that there was nothing to
hold upon to assist them in g-etting up.
The match had just died out when Arietta, who was rapidly reg-aining- her composure. exclaimed:
"Lig-ht another match, Charlie. I just saw something."
"What did y9u see, Et?" Wild asked.
"Silver," was the reply. "I am sure of it."
The scout quickly struck another match.
As the flickering flame flared up and illumined the dark
'
passag-e, Arietta pointed to the left side of it.
There, sure enough, was a streak of shining- metal.
The girl had seen too much silver in the rough state to be
mistaken.
"A silver lode!" our hero exclaimed. "And there is tons
of it here, bv the looks of it!"
Then he struck another match, so as to be able to get a
better view of it.
"There is something carved here." said Arietta, eagerly,
as she bent forward to see what it was. "What do you think
of that?"
Carved upon the shining surface of the silver was the following:
"This isn't the Treasur e, but there is Millions of dollars'
J. V. M."
worth of silver here.
The three read it over carefully, though it was plain
enou_g-h to see at the first look.
"That's what I calls putty good," said the scout, sh.rug-

_going his shoulders. "A million dollars' worth of silver ain't
.
a treasure, hey? Well, what in thuntler is, then?"
"Well, Charlie, if there is a million dollars' worth of s~lver
here-and I don't believe there is quite that much-it is
likely to stay here until some means of transportlltion could
be broug-ht about. we are about a hundred miles from t~e
nearest railroad. and there is no telling how far a to~ 1s
from here I reckon we'll leave Arietta's silver lode be right
where it -is for the present, and hunt for the treasure. I
have an idea that the treasure will be easier to carry with
us than the silver lode."
"You ar~ right, Wild," spoke up Arietta. "But since you
say this is my silver lode, I'll just scratch a few words to
that effect under the inscription. Please light another match
and hold it so I can see what I am doing."
The next minute the g-irl was busy scratching something
on the smooth, shining surface.
When she was throuJ.1:h Wild and Charlie read:
"This Silver Lode is owned by Arietta Murdock. Hands ofl'I
Don't interfere!"
"Good!" exclaimed Wild. "That ought to have as much
weig-ht as the o~r inscription, anyhow. Now let us see if
we can iret out of here."
"Do yer think this is ther Lost Cavern, Wild?" the scout
asked.
"I wouldn't be a bit surprised, Charlie," was the reply.
"Anyhow, it seems to be just the sort of a place for one tQ
get lost."
"I wonder where ther ragged old galoot went-that's what
gits ther best of me?" Charlie remarked, shaking his head
in a puzzled way.
"Well, I g-uess he didn't come down here," Wild answered.
"We might wonder how the mountain lion came to be in the
cave down there. I hardly think that its lair was down there.
It may be that it fell down, and could not get out."
Arietta shuddered.
"I ne-ver want to meet another like it," she said. "I had
just got upon my feet and was go 'ng to try to make my way
up the slope, when it leaped upon me. I shall never forget
how I felt just then."
"Well, don't talk about it, Et," said Wild. "Get vour wits
together and try and make a suggestion as to the best way
to get out of here."
"Maybe if you were to get on Charlie's shoulders, and both
of you lean up the slanting rock at full length, I might climb
up on your bodies and find a place where there is a footing,"
she answered, after th;nking only a second or two.
"By Jovel A g-ood idea, Et. That is surely worth trying."
"Yer kin bet your life it's worthy tryin'!" chimed in the
scout.
Charlie promptly got a good footing and then leaned
against the slippery surface of the rock.
"Come on, Wild," he said.
The young deadshot lost no time in obeying-.
But when he got his feet upon_ Charlie's shoulders a,nd
reached upward, nothing but the same kind of smoothness
came in contact with his hands.
•
But he was not discourag-ed yet.
Arietta could reach up a great deal further when she got
upon his shoulders.
It was her idea, anyhow, and she should be the one to put
the final tes~ to it.
Arietta was athletic, as the reader knows.
It wa no task for her to climb upward over Wild and the
scout.
As she got her feet upon Wild's shoulders she straightened upward and reached out with her hands.
Then an exclamation of 'joy came from her lips.
"It is all right, eh, Et?" our hero asked.
"Yes." was the reply," I have got a irood hold here. I
will pull myself up there, and then I'll get you two up. Just
unbuckle vour belts and fasten them together." •
The girl pulled herself upon a small place where the rock
had a break in it and was almost level.
Wild and Charlie quickly got their belts fastened together,
and then the boy threw an end to his sweetheart.
"You just hold it and I'll get up there," he said.
"All right, Wild; I've got a irood brace here."
Up went the boy with remarkable ease.
"Now, Charlie, it is your turn," he said, as he buckled one
end of the double belt around his foot and then swung himself down at full length,
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Charlie was not long in reaching the bump in the rocky I
descent, and then the three had a look around them as Wild
he1d a lighted match in his hand.lt did not take them more than two seconds to see that
t:11ey c~ul_d climb to the top of the chutelike pa~sage wi th
htJ~e drfficulty.
.
l hcu they proceeded on up and soon reached the mouth of
th e cave.
_ • Once there thev paused and looked around. and then it
was easy to see how it was that the old man had disappeared so suddenly without tumbling down the chute.
,
On either side of the entrance there was level rock and
all one had to do was to step either way to escape the n;outh
of the openin_g that had let Arietta clown into the place where
the ferocious lion lay in wait.
"I reckon the old fellow must have a home somewhere in
here," said Wild. "We will explore the place by and ·by,
But I suppose the first thing to do is to go back to the
camp and let Jim and the girls know what has happened.
and how Arietta found the Silver Lode."
Acc.ordingly, they went outside, and. after looking around
for a sig·ht of the five vma· ns, and, failing to-i5ee anything
of them, they set out for the camp.
•l

CHAPTER XIII.
WHAT HOP WAH DID.

Hop was not half as frightened as he made out ~hen the
two villains took him to the cave they had made their temporary headquarters.
t
Burt, Loeb and Hoaker looked surprised when they saw the
leader and Skelch oringing him alon1r hurriedlv. but tbey
soon began to grin when they noted the expression of the
Chinaman's face.
•
It was one of innocent fear, but as it was assumed, that
was as far as it went.
"What did yer catch that heathen an' fetch him here fur,
Hank?" Hoaker asked.
"It sorte1· struck us that it would be a good idea. since we
had ther chance," was the reply. "He oughter be able ter
t ell us what Young Wild West is up ter, don't ver think so?"
"Yes. that's so-providin' he's a mind ter do it."
"Don't yer think his friends will be here after him putty
soon, Hank," Hoaker asked.
..
"\Vell, let 'em.. come," was the reoly. "If we can't hold
this cave ag'in 'em we can't hold nothin'. that's all. We're
in this game ter win, an' that's all there is about it."
"That's right." and the other three nodded their approval
of what he said.
"Lat velly muchee light, so be," adqed Hop, trying to
smile.
"I reckon l}e knows what's what!" excla:med Skf'lch. looking around. as thouir.h he corn;;ideTecl that he w::i,; about the
most imuortant one of the bunch just then. "That's what I
thouir.ht when I said fur Hank ter catch him."
"That's right," Hank admitted.
Hop now began to make his knees knock together.
"Let ther galoot set down," suggested Hoaker.
"Allee light; me allec samee. sittee down, so be," and the
clever Chinaman dropped to the ground quickly, almost as
though he could not help it.
This caused a laugh again, for the villains thought the
Celestial was badly frightened.
"Me allee samee likee smokee when me gittee scaree," hf
observed, pulling one of the black-look'ng cigars he always
had from a pocket. "Smokee allee same makee feel better,
so be."
"I reckon his nerves is sorter unstrung, an' he wants
tobacker ter straighten 'em up," laughed Fuller. "All right,
you yaller galoot, Go on an' smoke to your heart's content."
Hop tried to light the cigar with a burninR,· fagot one of
them handed him, but he made out that his hand was so
shaky that he could not do it.
Then Hoaker placed the light to the cigar for him. and in
half a minute he was puffing awav like a good fellow.
"Lat makee me feel allee samee better, so be," he declared. "Now me likee answer um Questions and go backee
to um camp, allee samee, pletty quickee, so be."
"All rig-ht. You answer ther questions I ask ver, an' ver
won't be killed. Mister Chinee," remarked Hank Fuller.
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"Now, then, jest tell us what Young Wild West is <loin'
here?"
"Young Wild West allee samee follow um Tleasure Tlail"
"Yes."
·
"He findee man allee samee pletty near dead so be Man
tell Young Wild West to follow um Tleasure Tlail a~d he
allee samee gittee velly muchee lich."
"I kn_owe d 1'ti" exc lanne
· d Sk el ~h ; "S ee I . W asn ' t ;,,
·t a
good thmg that I thought of catchin . ther Chu~ee, boys .
Jhen the leade1 _turned to Hop agam and said:
. ,,,,
Does Young Wild West know where ther treasure 1s.
"He got_tee findee, so be," was the ~eply. "Um old man die
pletty qmckee, an~ he havee no timee to tell where um
tleasure be, so be."
This seemed quite plausible, and the villains believed it
was the truth.
"Me feel allee samee velly goodee now," went on Hop, as
he took a little vial from his pocket. "Me likee showee
Melican mans vely. nice lillee tlick, so be."
"Show us a trick!" echoed Hank Fuller. "What do yer
mean?"
"Me allee samee velly muchee smartee Chinee. Me gottee uncle in China whattee velly muchee smartee and me
allee samee likee my uncle."
The men laughed heartilv at this.
.
And while they were laughing and wat~in1r the Chinaman
they were not thinking about the Chinaman's friends.
But suddenly Ho:rker thought about them.
He ran to the mouth of the cave and looked out.
No one was to be seen, so, becoming reassured. he went
back to watch the "fool" Chinaman, as he thought he was.
Hop saw a tin plate, near at hand, and he asked for it.
Skelch handed it to him.
"What are yer goin' ter do?"' he questioned.
"Me showee velly nicee lillee tlick," was the reply.
!,loo dumped a little of the whitish powder the vial contamed upon the plate.
.
'T'},en he brought out another vial and put a little brownish
powder beside the first little pile.
This done he produced a larger vial · that contained a
greenish liquid.
Hop ,vas a sort of chemist in his way,
An iron spoon had been used by the villains in cooking
their breakfast, and he now called for this.
Skelch hastened to place it · in his hand.
Hoo then poured a little of the green liQuid in the spoon,
and then he brought out his handkerchief and made out that
he was wip;ng his forehead.
But this was only a ruse to bring out a little squa1e package that was tightly bound with cord.
There was a short fuse to the packag-e, too.
He !!'Ot the package in his left hand and managed to conceal it from view.
'T'hen he got up and carefully reached over to the plate
with the spoon.
"Evelybody watchee," he said.
Th en he dumped the contents of the spoon between the two
powdern.
There was a hiss:ng- sound and th,en a pale pink light shot
up from the tiµ plate.
This Quickly changed to a bright blue, and then to a
grf'en.
Exclamatiom; of surpri:;:e came from the vill:1.ins.
As the light beg-an to die out Hoo aoplied the lighted end
of his ciQ'ar to the fuse on the oack:\!:!:e.
Then he carelessly tossed it on the ground 1·ight before
the men.
The next instant the cave- .seemed to be alive with fierY
serpents.
There was a hissing and sputterin~ that souncled strang-e
,:,n,i unnatural to tl1e five men. and they ran hither and
th'ther to iret out of t11e wav.
Then Hop steooed calmly through the darting- lines of fire
and made his exit from the cave.
Once outside he made a bee-line along- the diff in the
direction of the spot where he had last seen Wild, Arietta
and Charlie.
He was nearly there before he found that the villains were
after him.
When he looked over his shoulder and saw u,nt one of
them was trying to !!'et a shot at him with the rifle he had
in his hands he uttered a yell and darted behind a rock.
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From there he began crawling rapidly along the face of
the cliff.
The next minute he found the entrance of the cave, which
Wild, Arietta and the scout had left less than five minutes
before.
Hop did not want to be shot, so he crawled inside.
By great luck he avoided tumbling into the natural chute
and got on safe ground.
Then he drew a big, old-fashioned revolver and a giant
,
cracker from his pocket and waited.
But before his pursuers could get there an interference
came from another quarter.
The mysterious old man in rags suddenly stepped from
a niche and pounced upon the Chinaman!
"Hip hi!" yelled Hop. "Misler Wild! Savee me, so be!"
But he had been taken completely by surprise and a noose
was quickly thrown over his head and his arms pinioned to
his sides.
"You will go with me to the Lost Cavern!" exclaimed the
old man in a sepulchral tone of voice. "I want a companion,
and a Chinee will jest do."
CHAPTER XIV.
FOUR Oiif.'THE VILLAINS GET INTO A TRAP.

'When our hero and his two companions got back to the
camp the first thing they were asked was if they had seen
.
anything of Hop.
Of course, they had not, as the reader knows, and they
were not a little surprised to find out that he was missing.
"He sneaked off as soon as you went from here," Jim explained. "I saw him when he was about a hundred yards
away, but I thought I wouldn't call him back, as it was most
likely that he was following you. It is very odd where he
could have gone."
"Like as not he's been catched by them five measly coyotes over there," Charlie said, shaking his head and looking
in the direction of the place where Hank Fuller and his
gang were located.
"That is just about the size of it " Wild retorted. "It may
be that he went off somewhere to have a little spree, though.
You never can tell just how much whisky Hop has with
him."
"That is more likely, I think," spoke up the scout's wife.
Wild now began to row anxious• about the missing ·China.
man.
"Boys," said he, after thinking a while, "I guess we had
better take a walk over to Halik Fu1ler's camp and see if
Hop is there. "I rather think that they have caught him.
There is not the least bit of doubt but that they were watching us all the time, and when they saw the Chinaman coming
along after us· they may have arranged a trap to' catch him.
It is quite likely they would think that they could learn
something from him that would be to their advantage."
"All right. We'll go over there, then," answered Jim.
"I guess the girls will be safe enough here till we get back.
One thing, the villains can't very well get here to interfere
with them without our seeing them."
"That's right. You and Charlie come on."
The three immediately started from the camp, heading
straight for the place where Jim had see11. the smoke rising
from a fire earlier in the morning.
Wild was not af1·aid of being shot by the villains, for he
had seen .iust enough of them to know that they were rank
cowards, and to make him think that they would not put
up much of a fight, even if they were attacked. ·
The three walked rapidly and soon came in sight of the
cave where the five men were hiding.
"Just keep your shooters ready and come on," he said,
as he went in toward the cliff. "We'll walk right up there.
There are the horses, out there. I J!'l]ess it would be a good
idea to place them between us and the scoundrels."
This they soon did, and then they advanced boldly.
When they reached the horses belonging to Fuller and his
men they paused.
The mouth of the cave was not more than twenty feet
from the spot, but they could see nothing of the men.
"Hello, there!" Young Wild West called out.
There was no reply.
"You mav as well answer. If you don't we'll come in
there and riddle you!" the yollll.Jr deadshot exclaimed.

"Don't shoot!" called out a voice, and then Hoaker suddenly appeared, and came out of the cave.
'£he villain was plainly very much frightened.
"Tell the ·est to come out, too," said Wild covering him
with his revolver.
"I'm ther only one here jest now," was the trembling reply. "Ther rest run after ther Chinee."
Our hero knew that they had interfered with Hop then.
He walked up to the cave, followed by his two partners.
They looked inside and found that the man had told the
truth, as far as any one else being there was concerned.
"What is your name, my friend?" Wild coolly asked.
"Hoaker is my name," came the 1·eply, while the villain
shifted his feet uneasily.
"Well, Hoaker, I want you to tell us where our China·
man is."
"He run over there, an' ther rest of ther _g-ang went after
him. Ther heathen went inter a cave, I reckon, an' they
follered him."
"You say he ran over there. Where did he run from?"
"From here."
"Did he come here of his own accord?"
"No; I reckon he was folle1in' you when you went over
there. Hank an' Skelch was over there close by, an' they
catched him and brung him here."
Our hero had no doubt but that he was telling the truth
about it.
"Did you let him go away, or did he get away himself?"
Wild went on to ask.
"He got away himself. He done some kind of magic work
here an' set ther whole cave full of streaks of fire. Then he
lit out, an' ther rest of ther gang went after him. I thought
he ought ter be 41lowed ter git away, after what he'd done, so
I wouldn't go w!th 'em."
This was ·really true, though our hero and his partners did
not believe it.
"You stay here and watch you· camp," Wild said to Hoaker,
"Or you can go w~th us, just as you like."
"I'll stay here."
Young Wild West and his partners hunied on to the cave
-or cavern, as it might properly be called.
When they got there they heard shouts from somewhere,
and as the voices sounded hollow and unnatural it was easy
for them to guess that they came from the place where
Arietta had her thrilling experience with the lion.
Charlie shrugged his shoulders and grinned.
"I reckon ther measly coyotes has fell inter a trap," he remarked.
Wild ventured inside.
Leaning- over the top of the natural chute he listened.
'
"Hoaker! Hey, Hoake:d" came from below.
"What's ther matter down tliere ?" the scout called out.
"Is that you, Hoaker?"
"Yes-what do yer want?" Charlie answered.
"Git a lariat-quick! We're down here, an' can't git uo."
"Ask him if the Chinaman is there, Charlie," our hero said.
"Is ther Chinee down there, too?"
"No; we ain't seen nothin' of him. We thought he come
in ther cave up there, so we run in, an' ther first thing we
knowed, ther whole four of us was slidin' down here like
sixty. Hurry up an' git ia rope."
"You are going- to stay right where you are for a while,"
our hero retorted.

CHAPTER XV.
HOP VISITS THE LOST CAVERN.

Hop was even more frightened when he was surprised and
captured by the mysterious old man than he had been when
Hank Fuller ~nd his man got him a short time before.
He was hustled along as though he had been a mere child,
for his captor proved to be a powerful man.
Along- through a dark passage they went, Hop being unable to see a thing-.
But his captor seemed to know the way perfectly, and he
kept right on going,
After covering perhaps five hundred feet, and making at
least half a dozen turns, they suddenly came to a chamber
where the light of day came in from a rift in the rock ceiling.
The Chinaman breathed a sigh of 1·elief.
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"Feel better, do you?" remarked the old man. "Well, if
you behave yourself you'll be a very rich Chinee some time.
Under this place is the Lost Cavern."
"~ie no wantee be velly lich man; me wantee gittee outee,
so be," Hop tried to explain.
"Oh, you won't want to get out when I show you the treasure that is under this cave," was the assuring retoi-t. "Just
take it easy, will you? I have been hesitating as to whether
I should get some one for a companion or kill myself. I've
irot you now, and I am going to keep you. Those who came
here after the treasure will never get it, but you can have it
after I am dead and irone."
Hop concluded that it would be best to side in with the old
man, so he nodded, and said:
"Me likee . be lich man some da~ so be."
"Ah! I thought you would. I didn't think it possible that
there was another person like me in the world. I don't want
riches, vou know."
"How muchee gold in um tleasure?" the Chinaman ventured to ask.
•
"About a hundred million dollars' worth, I should say."
Hop grew really interested now.
"Lat velly muchee money, so be," he said.
"Yes, but what good is it to me? Some of the ancient
Indians left it here, I suppose. There must have been a
temple of some kind here about five or six hundred years
ago, I think. I found this place, after I had been driven
out of my home town by the citizens, who thought I was
a murderer, when I was not. But it is all the same now.
I never intend to go back. I took in a pard once; but he
got scared of me, I guess, and he left me. But long before
that I marked the arrowheads to show where th~ Treasure
Trail was. Gene Leeds is . dead, so they say. I suppose he
meant to come back some time, though he took an awful lot
of gold from the Lost Cavern at one time. Then he came
back, and when he began to think I was crazy he left all of
a sudden."
Hop understood pretty well what the man was driving
at, and as he was now beginning to get back to his normal
state, he decided to try to £et free.
"v\Thattee your name, so be?" he asked.
"John Vincent Masters is my name; but you can call me
Captain Jack. That is Quite enough."
"Allee light, Captain Jackee; now suppose you untie poor
Chinaman's hands?"
·
"I guess I will. Do you know how to cook?"
"Me know ve!ly muchee how to cookee, so be."
Then Captan Jack, as he wanted to be called, untied the
rope and let Hop. have his hands free.
"I haven't eaten any breakfast this morning, so I will let
you cook my dinner right away."
There was a fireplace at one end and a sort of cupboard
that was made of stone slabs near it.

Captain Jack opened this and showed Hop plenty of food
there, though where he had obtained it he did not choose
to say.
Hop went at the work briskly.
He started a fire from the wood that was piled close at
hand and then proceeded to get up a meal that was certainly well worth eating.
Hop worked away, and in less than an hour he had the
meal ready.
They ate the food and drank water to wash it down.
Then Hop invited his boss to have a cigar.
"I haven't smoked in ten years," was the reply. "But I
think I will tzy one now."
He lighted a cigar, and then settling back on the stool he
had used while at the rough table, he looked at Hop and
smiled.
"I believe that cigar does me good," he said, after a pause.
"I don't look like a crazy man, do I?"
"You lookee allee samee velly muchee likee clazy man; but
you no clazy," was the truthful rejoinder.
"Well, if some had gone through what I have they would
be crazy. But . I am not, I guess. Gene Leeds thought so.
But he was not there with me long enough to find out."
"If he stay he be alive now, so be."
"Yes, an' you wouldn't be here."
"Lat light. Me glad me here, allee samee. Me wantee see
um tleasure."
"That is something I never even showed to Gene Leeds,"
retorted Captain Jack, slowly, his brows wrinkling. "I don't
know why I didn't. Bu.t I told him enough to make him
undeTstand that the Treasure Trail led to a rich treasure. But
I'll tell you right now that I don't know how much the
treasure is worth that lies in the Lost Cavern, under us. The
fact is that I never cared to know. A little while ago I told
you it was worth about seven millions, but I don't know,
really, whether it is worth seven millions, or only seven dollars. I know it is what might be called a treasure, however."
He arose and Hop followed him from the chamber, elated
at the wonderful progress he had been making.
As he followed the old man th.rough the short 'passage
that led to a flight of steps, he grew vezy expectant, but not
excited.
Down the rough steps they went, and, reaching the foot
of them, Captain Jack lighted a lantern that was on a stone
shelf.
"Here we are, at the door of the buried temple of the
Aztecs, which I have named the Lost Cavern," said the old
man. "Come with me, Hop Wah."
He pushed a slab of stone and it fell over with a jar, sending forth a cloud of dust, which showed that it was very
dry in the underground place.
Captaill Jack soon naused and knelt to the floor.
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Then he lifted a thin slab and exclaimed:
"YGu forget the Silver ·Lode, Wild," Arietta spoke up.
"Look! The1·e is the treasure that the trail I marked 1/0
Captain Jack gave a start at this.
long ago leads to."
"You know of that?" he gasped.
Hop looked and saw a shining mass of golden nuggets.
"Yes, I found it," the girl answered.
"It is quite a sight, Hop!"
.
"Well, that is worth a million, if it can be got out. I never
The voice was that of Young Wild West, and, turning the wanted it to ,be found by mortal man,
but now I am glad it
two beheld the young cleadshot standing right over them.
has been."
A search was made of the whole cavern, but not another
speck of gold could be found. Then they went out and up
into the ljv;ng part of the ca~1ern above. After he had told
his story Captain Jack took them out into another little valCHAPTER XVI.
ley that was the other side of the high ridge and showed them
a small fann. After a while they went back to the entrance
CONCLUSION.
of the cave and Wild called clown to the villains impr:soned
Wild and his partners ·were not long in striking the pas- at the bottom of the chute:
"We are going to let you out, Hank Fuller. Then we are
sage that Hop had been taken through by his captor.
It was so dark in it, however, that they came back, and going to show you the treasure. When you have seen it you
must light out, or be shot! We should take you somewhere
then Jim volunteered to go and get a lantern.
Jim told the girls that they might come with him wher so you could be tried for the murder of Gene Leeds, but I
he got then~, since the villains were now unable to harm have decided to let you go."
"Thank you-thank you, Young Wild West!" came from
them.
below.
So they all came back, leaving Wing alone at the camp.
In a few minutes Charlie threw the end of a lariat down,
They started through the passage, Charlie leading the way
and then one by one the v:llains came up.
with a lantern and Jim bringing up the rear with one.
Wild kept his word and showed them the golden nuinrets.
They continued on until suddenly Charlie motioned for
"The quicker you light out the better. We are going to tell
them to stop whi,i1·e they were, at the same time placing his
fingers to his lii:Ss to let them know that they must be very the first people· we meet about you, so that means that you
will never be safe as long as you are in Arizona."
quiet.
The four villains hastened to the cave, and when they got
Wild stepped forward and took in a scene that was gratithere they found that Hoaker had taken French leave.
~~
.
The four rode out of the valley soon after that, and -then
Captain Jack was just liberating Hop, and they knew that Wild induced
John Vincent Masters to accompany them to
something strange had been happening to the Celestial.
their camp,
Wild qn.ickly crept nearer and listened to the conversatio n
The result was that they talked it over with him, and it
that ensued.
was finally decided that the old man was to accompany them
Charlie kept going back and forth and letting the rest to the nearest
town, and th.e n a company would be formed
know what was going on.
to mine the silver that was in the cave.
'After a few minutes our hero found another chamber that
Right here
will say that this was done later on, and
adjoined the one where the old man lived, and B.e soon had that the SilverweLode
was called the Arietta Mine.
all hands inside it.
Three days later
friends, accompanie d by Captain
Once in there, they all waited and listened to what was Jack. reached a little our
town.
said in the adjoining chamber.
When they 11:ot there
were sm·pr·sed to learn that four
"I reckon we'll wait," said our hero. "I think Hop is try- men had been lynched they
that morning for robbing and killing
ing to get him to show where the treasure is."
the proprietor.
They did wait, though it was rather tedious to the girls.
The scout
and had a look at the bodies ps they were
When the two went out and through the passage to the about to be went
buried.
•
flight of stone steps, Young Wild West was not far behind
They were Hank Fuller and the three men who had left the
them.
Yalley with him.
,
And close behind them were the rest of the party, walking
What became of Honker they never knew, but Jim had an
in sing·le file, with noiseless trea<l.
idea that he would reform and be a good man.
They all got down into the place that was ilke a big subThis about winds up our-story of "Young Wild West on a
cellar, and then Wil<l stepped forward and spoke as has beell' Treasure Trail;
or, Arietta and the Silver Lode."
already stated.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
"Hip hi!" shoi\tcd Rop, springing to his feet. "Allee
AND 'THE DEADWOO D DEN'; OR THE FIGHT FOR
samee Young- \Vild West here, Captain Jack! Hoolay!"
HALF A MILLION. "
The old man was thumle1·stru ck.
But his expression ouickly softened when he saw the girls.
"I may as well say that you are welcome," he said, after
looking at them in silence for a few seconds. "I don't
THE HINDU SAND TRICK.
want the treasure, anyhow."
A mystifyin g trick that was long kept secret by
"All right, my friend," 1 ctorted our hero. "Shake hands
with me. I reckon you're tired of , liv;ng here alone, so you the Hindus consists of
placing ordinary sand in a
can make up your mind to go away with us."
basinful of water, stirring it, and then taking out
A strange light shone in the man's eyes.
the sa11.d in handfuls, apparentl y perfectly dry.
"I never thought of that before," he said, slowly.
"Well, you need not think about it. Just consider it is
To prepare for the trick, put two pounds of fine
g-oing to be. What is your name, anyhow?".
"John Vincent Masters," replied the old man, speaking as silver sand in a. frying pan al}d heat it well over a
clear fire. When the sand is thorough ly heated,
meek as a child.
"All rig-ht. Now, before we go any further, let's see about place it in a small piece of grease
or wax of about
this treasure. You start to take some of the gold out,
the
consisten
cy
of
paraffin
candle.
Stir
it well so as
please."
He obeyed the dashing young cleadshot as though he was to mix it thorough ly with the sand while it is meltbut a mere servant.
ing; then let it cool. If you place this sand in a basin
But he had scarcely taken out two handfuls of the shining
of water, it will appear to be perfectly dry wh~n you
nuggets when he looked up and exclaimed:
"I've st111ck bottom! The treasure is not what I thought take it out. because the area!e or wax coatimr on
it was."
each particle of sand repels the wate1·.
Then Wild and his -partners started to assist him.
The success of the trick depends on using just
In just five minutes they had every speck of gold out of
enough wax. You must be careful not to use so
the hole.
"I reckon there's about a neat thousand dollars' worth in much that the spectator s
can detect it by examinin g
that pile," mid Wild, looking at his companions and smiling.
the sand.
"The Treasul'e 'frail did not lead to so much, after all."
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FROM. ALL POINTS
WHALE WITH TWO LEGS
A whale with two legs is the most recent discovery in the mysterious depths of the Pacific Ocean.
It was caught at the Kyuquot whaling station. The
creature was a female humpback, and her limbs
were two in number, each fifty inches long, with
strong bones, well covered with blubber. Ancient
whalers have never seen a whale similar to the
latest capture. It is said that whales have atrophied
legs within their bodies, but they are us~less. They
are thought to be hangovers from the day when
whales, like dinosaurs, shoved themselves through
the lu~h jungles or fought the sabre-toothed tiger
and the great cave bear.
MAN-EATIN G FISH
The people of Hannibal, Mo., have placed consid~rabl~ credence in the story that a man-eating fish
m~abits_ the waters of the Mississippi River, basing
this behef on stories of drownings that have occurred there in the past several· years in which
there was an element of mystery and by which it
seemed there was some unseen force that was a
·
factor in the drownings.
Hanat
r
baggagemaste
veteran
sr.,
. Carl Tucker,
nibal, says that he has seen several bodies pulled
from the Mississippi River during the past fifteen
years bearing lacerations on the ankles and legs,
strongly representing the imprint of the teeth of
some river monster. While Tucker and some friends
were on a fishing trip in a rowboat north of Hannibal a few years ago, a monster fish jumped above
the surface of the water and knocked an oar from
the hand of one of the party.
Later, a catfish weighing 312 poqnds, was caught
nearby. Not very long ago, Tena Tucker, twentyone years old, was drowned while wading in the
river near Hannibal. Friends heard her scream.
"Oh, my leg," and with that she disappeared beneath the surface of the water. The body was recovered twenty-four hours later at Saverton, Mo.,
nine miles south of Hannibal. One of her legs
bore lacerations.
THE SINKS OF FLORIDA
The sinks of Florida are numerous and one of the
State's most attractive features to strangers visiting this part of the country. Around Alachua Lake,
three miles south of Gainesville, there are 'hundreds
of sink-holes of various sizes and depths. It is apoarent from the existence of so many sinks that the
1
• ·· - ,, country is honey-combed with subterranean

passages. Portions of the land in that region have
been sinking for ages.
Only a few years ago the ground around the track
of the Florida Southern Railroad near Alachua Lake
gave way, and in the darkness of night a t r ain ran
'into a hole seventy or eighty feet deep. The train
was completely wrecked, but fortunately all aboa:rd
.
escaped an untimely death.
There are sinks in various parts of Alach ua County, but they are more numerous in the vicinity of
what the Indians called "Big Jug," or Alachua,
~neaning the deep sinkholes _through wp.ich the water
m ~he lake at differ ent per10ds has run out, leaving
an immense savanna, or many thousands of acres of
prairie land. Many years ago ,several ac1·es of
ground on the public road leading from this city
_to Newmansville sank and formed a lake, in which
the tops of tall trees could be seen beneath the surface of the water. This spot is known as Blue Sink.
Seven miles northwest of Gainesville is a mammoth
sink known as t he Devil's Mill Hopper. It is a
great natural curiosity, and is a popular resor t for
picnic parties, as well as f_or pleasure seekers who
during the winter season visit this part df F lor ida.
One mile west of Gainesville is the Green Sink, con-'
taining a considerable volume of \Yater, in which it
has been the custom for many . years for colored
people to bathe, and many untimely deaths have
occurred in this sink by drowning. A notable sink
is that in which Hogtown Creek empties. About
five miles southwest of t he city the str eam runs
into this sinkhole and gradually disappears thr ough
a subterranean outlet. At this point quite a lake is
formed, which is well filled with all species of fish
known to inland Florida waters.
The natural bridge over the Sante F e River, in
the northeastern par t of Alachua County, is one of
Florida's unique and most interesting scenes, presenting the spectacle of a large stream sinking from
view for a distance of several miles. All the streams
in the San Felaska hummock, a large body of land
a few miles west of Gainesville, disappear into underground passages. Most of the sinks are dry, but
hundreds of them are well filled with water , flowing
from springs. The depth of the sink-holes varies all
the way from twenty-five f eet down to where no
bottom can be found.
The water in a sink hole three miles west of the
Winter Park was measured a short time ago, and it
was found to be 350 feet deep. The hole is 125 to 150
yards from side to side, and about forty feet in depth
to the surface of the water at the bottom. From the
top of the bank the water has t he deep blue line of
the ocean. The ban.ks ar e so steep as to render descent and asce!1t somewhat difficult.
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A BOY IN "MOONSHINE" MOUNTAINS
By DICK ELLISON

(A Serial Story)
CHAPTER I.

Lost In the MCYUntains.

The moon was shining through a rift above the
hills, but the light thus afforded did not help Fred
Brankston muqh. H!:! was a fine looking boy of eighteen, a surveyor by profession, and had come to this
wild region to take up a job. · His home was in Cincinnati.
"This may be the road to Jefferson," he reflected,
"but, if it is, Jefferson must be in a pretty woodsy
country."
The tired pony groaned under Fred's urging, but
:n,,ot being a mountain bred horse, it seemed to thus
acknowledge that it was not less lost than its master. The boy had bought the horse to carry him
from the railroad station to Jefferson where he was
to meet his employer.
· Down a narrow defile the pony slipped and blundered. A ripple of running water below encouraged
boy and horse, for presently both were in the middle
of a shallow creek that spread out over a mountain
ford.
Vlhile his tired horse was drinking, Fred tried to
lool, about, but saw less than from the rise behind.
Not even the moon could he see from the depth of
this narrow valley.
The steeply wooded hills arose on either hand as
if to shut the city lad up in a prison, from which
his unaccustomed faculties would be of small avail
in makir.g a sure escape.
The pony ceased to drink and Fred touched it
with a spur, whereat the animal heaved a mighty
sigh, as if to say:
"Oh well, if I must, I must-but what's the use?"
Once out of the creek, the road, now little more
than a trail, led round a shoulder of the nearest hill,
following the run of the stream, but winding gradually upward.
A mile of this followed, ·when the boy heard clearly the sound of a railway train thundering over a
' bridge or trestle. It died away rapidly; while Fred
strove to think whether he was really so far out of
the way as he had believed.
"That is' certainly the road running near Jefferson," he said to himself. "Hullo-what light is
that?"
Down below him several windows glowed with a

bright twinkling, as if some house or building of
considerable size was there.
"I'll go for that house, " he thought, "if I can find
my way down hill again. Yes-the trail seems to
turn that way."
Sure enough, he presently found that he was
nearing this building, which appeared to be a school
house or church, or something of that kind.
Though a bright light came from within, and
doors and windows were wide open, Fred could
see no sign of any living occupancy.
"This looks strange," was his next conclusion.
"Before I let on I'm here, I'll take a look around.
This is the wild moonshine country, and a stranger
never knows what he i.s running up against."
To dismount, tie his tired pony to a sapling in
the edge of the timber, was his next task. Then taking a revolver from his saddle-bag, and slipping it
into his pocket, he unfastened a breechloading rifle
from its slings behind his saddle, and quietly stole
forward.
A middle aged man, well dressed, but bareheaded
and coatless, came up to the open door of the log
church or schoolhouse, and looked within. Fred
saw his wondering expression, and was about to
make himself known, when a number of roughly
dressed, armed men sprang out from the other side
of the house and seized the bareheaded man, who
after a brief resistance, was overpowered and held.
"What is the meaning of this outrage?" Fred
heard him say.
"We know ye and we've laid for ye, and now, I
reckon, we've a leader among the rest."
"Release me!" exclaimed the coatless one. "I
don't know you. But I did fall from the rear · platform of the train as it left the trestle, and I came
down here because I saw the light.''
"Ye lie. You're Dick Callahan, deputy marshal
and revenue man. We hea:r;d you had a'p'intment
with some of your spies at this place, and we lit the
schoolhouse up and waited. "Fall from a train?"
This last sarcastically ,from the leader. "Ye do
look muddy; but let me tell you the fall you're most
apt to get will be at the end off a rope 'round your
neck, with the other end looped abouf one of them
same trestle timbers."
,/You men are all wrong. My name is KnoxWilliam Knox. I am a timber land owner and
buyer, and would have got off at Jefferson, if a fit
of vertigo, while I was on the car platform, had n?t
thrown me down a shallow embankment. The tram
was moving slowly, and I was not much hurt."
"So that is ·Mr. William Knox," gasped Fred in
amazement, "he is one man I was to meet in Jefferson. Well, well. If they try to hurt Mr. Knox, it is
lucky that I am well heeled to make myself known
and stand by the man that gave me a job of surveying among these wi1d mountaineers. I wish I
knew just where we are."
After the bareheaded man's explanation, some
whispering went on among the mountaineers, w}',r-·
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Knox was led into a spruce grove, near where Fred call King of Mingo-dare he defy the law, by doing
still crouched watching and listening.
violence to an unoffending stranger?"
"Lo.ok her e, men, what are you going to do? Stop
"Anse Turley does about as he pleases up here,
that! Feel in my pockets. I have letters that will stranger," replied one of the othe;rs, as several of
1
tell you who I am."
_them again laid hold of the bareheaded Knox, and
" You may be Knox, but we think you're Calla- held him tight, with his arms drawn about_ the tree
han." This from the big leader. "In either case, trunk. "Better hush up and take your medicine."
we've got little use fer ye. Don't heed what he says,
With that another one advanced, brandishing a
boys. Hold him 'round that pine. I think we'll give long hickory switch. But the leader held up his
him a dozen, anyhow ?"
hand:
Some of the men had dr awn the bareheaded man's · "Before we begin, Mr. Knox, if that is your
arm about a tree trunk, while others produced sev- name," said he, "I want to tell ye one or two things.
eral switches.
·you may not be one of the Callahans, but you're
"I certainly will have to interfere," thought Fred. one of those chaps that gets hold of our lands, and
"But who is this? A pretty gir l, by thunder!"
takes away our homes by trick of law and legislaA comedy girl of eighteen or nineteen with a ture. Up here, where I'm best known, they hang
small shawl about her head came hurrying by. She them."
brushed Brankston so closely that he could have
"Paw,'' interrupted Malvina, "don't whip this
laid a hand on her skir t.
man. Something tells me it will brin~ bad luck-"
This interruption caused Fred to hold back a mo"Stand back, Vinyl" shouted the old despot. "If
ment longer, especially as the big man, turning im- I had your man Callahan here, I'd-but what's the
patiently, spoke out:
use? Give Mr. Knox about ten licks, well laid on,
"What are you doin' here, Viny? Get back to the boys. So he'll think twice agin afore he turns himhouse. This is no place for gals that are always self loose in old Breathitt and Mingo counties on a
rampagin' about the woods, when they ought to be timber hunt. All ready? Here goes-one--"
helpin' with the work at home."
"Paw-you shall not do this thing!" So saying. .
"Stop these men, Mi~s," called out the stranger. ·viny thrust herself between the one holding the
"I'm no revenue man. Look at the letters I have." whip,' and the protesting though helpless Knox.
"We uns can't read-" began the big man. !'It Bad Anse seized his daughter and pulled her back.
wouldn't do ye any good, anyhow."
.
The man raised his whip, but was suddenly met
"I can't n~ad, sir,'' ex~laimed Viny, commg clolse. by a young, alert youth in well fitting corduroys and
"I heard thmg were gomg to happen here, ana I lea-gins who presented a loaded r ifle in a way that
>
came down to lrnep P aw ou t ' n t rou bl e.
told, louder
than words, how ready he was to use
"He sure will be in trouble; look over these let- the same at a second's notice.
ters. These men may be looking for Callahan, but "Hands off-all of you!" ordered Fred Brankston.
I am William Knox, stran,d here unexpectedly; "Let my friend and employer, Mr . Knox, go free."
and I call on any of you not to stand by and see
The mountain men had laid aside their firearms,
an unoffending stranger whipped.
after making Knox a prisoner.
'
'
Disregarding her father's frowns Viny read the
Their guns were leaning against nearby trees.
addresses on a number of letters, one of them in · "D<;> as I say," ordered Fred in a tone that conF:ned Brankston's handwriting. Thi~ she laboriously veyed, somehow, that the boy meant business from
read out, whereat Fred, much astomshed, was about the word go. "One move towards y:our guns and
again to come forward, when the leader spoke up : someone, if not more · than one, lets a bu)let.
"Ye may be Knox. Callahan may have had warn- Brankston is my name."
ing and k;pt out ~f tro_uble; but that's no sign but
Instinctively two things happened. The man
what you ve run mto it all the same. Speak up, with the hickory dropped it and fillose holding
Viny. ."To his daughter. "Is that Dick Callahan?" Knox's arms around the tree' trunk let go. Bad
Fred saw the girl blush vividly 1 bu_t she boldly Anse fell back a step, glaring in wrathful astonishfaced the old man. "No, Paw. Dick is a younger ment at this unlooked for intrusion.
man, and a-and a-"
"Another stranger-by mighty!" he growled.
"I spose ye'd say a ' better 1oo~in' one," scoffed "And a mere kid."
her parent. "But hark ye, Malvmy Turley."
"You-Brankston ?" ejaculated Knox, surprised,
The big man shook a menacing finger at his yet glad. "I'm glad you are here; but had the earth
pretty daughter.
opened, I would no~ be more surprised-"
"It's bad enough to know my tlaughter has met
"Catch up a gun " interrupted Fred "if you can
this Callahan. . I'll whip this man fer not be:in' use one. Back-th~ rest of you-or I'll shoot."
Callahan; knowm' h?w good you'll_ ~eel, and ~ow · One or two were sliding towards their gun, but
bad the rest of us will feel, bekase it s only a fam- stopped. Bad Anse swore under his breath, helpberman instead."
. less for the moment.
"Men!" said the stranger to the others. "Will
..,.nu do this? If this is old Anse Tur~ey, whom they
(To be continued.)
)J
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS

AVIATOR DOWNED BY GREAT VULTURE
Lieut. Etienne Poulet, the Frenchman who was
beaten in the P aris-Australia air race by Capt. Ross
Smith, is safe at Mountain Burma, following a battle in the air with a huge vulture, which broke a propeller of his machine and forced him to land on a
small plateau in the mountains.
Lieut. Poulet, who left Bangkok, Siam, on December 6, two hours after Capt. Smith, in relating his
experience said he noticed the vulture while flying
at an altitude of 1,000 feet over mountain peaks in
Siam, about 100 miles east of Moulmain. The huge
bird, he said circled for a time over the aircraft,
which was making little 8peed because of weather
conditions, then dived straight downward, striking
and shattering .the right propeller. Discovering it
would be impossible to continue the journey, Lieut.
Poulet searched the mountain tops for half .an hour
before a suitable landing place could be found. He
:giade his own repairs and continued to this city.
BEAR GOT PEPPER
Jim Cronin of Spokane, a mining man who is interested in a gold prope!·t y in the Babine Mountains
Canada, intends in future to always make sure there
is pepper in his camping outfit. His mine was recently closed down for the winter, but Mr. Cronin
made a belated visit there.
Just as he neared the camp cabin he heard a terrible commotion. The stout log walk shook. The
crash of the stove falling . and the clatter of pans
and smashing of tables and chairs caused him to
approach the place with caution.
As he drew near the door a mighty grizzly bear
dashed out and darted past him like an avalanche
going over a prec1p1ce. The animal was holding
his mouth opei, his eyes shut, and was heading as
nearly as possible for the river.
Mr. Crohin investigated. He found the interior
of the cabin a wreck. Lying on the floor was an
empty can that once contained a half pound of red
pepper. The bear's teeth marks were plainly visible
on the opened end.
Cronin thi nks Bruin first sniffed, then snorted,
and as a result filled lungs and mouth and eyes with
the fiery powder, after which he sought madly to
escape.

.
,

"SPANISH SWINDLE" BOBBING UP AGAIN
The "Spanish Swindle" has shown its head again.
America his been. inundated with letters from a
"dying prisoner, persecuted by political · enemies,
only able to communicate with ~e outside world
through the kindness of a prison cli~plain." The
writer of the letter claims relationship with the person addressed and explains that a valise containing

valuables has been concealed outside of Spain, the
contents to be left' to an only daughter and the American relative.
Should the American r~ply, he later receives a
letter from "the chaplain" stating that the prisoner
is dead and that a certain sum is required to release
the prisoner's baggage, including the mysterious
valise.
Fortunately, when the· correspondence
reaches this point the "American relative" usual!Y .
becomes curious and as a res:g.lt the Embassy m
Madrid and the consulates througout Spain have a
flood.of correspondence on the subject.
In other cases, the victim takes the bait without
question and parts with his money! or even ~orse
still, goes to the expense of travelrn~ to Spam_ to
pay the required sum to release the vahse and claims
his share of the contents.
In the latter case the swindler is generallY, brought
to book for the Spanish police are on the lookout. ·
Rece~tly an American arrived in Madrid with a
certified check to claim his share of a prisoner's
estate. The Spanish police put him in prison until
he could be convinced that h'e h~d been the victim
of a clever swindler. It took all the eloquence of an
American consul to do this and induce the man to
return home.
MUSKRAT IN DANGER OF EXTERMINATION.
"The vogue in ladies' furs this winter is playing
havoc with 'John Musquash,' as the muskrat is
known throughout he Nol'thwest, and if the demand
for the little animal's pelt continues h~ will probably
go the way ~f the great auk, the dodo bird and the
passenger pigeon unless lawmakers take some ste))s
to save him from extermination," said Adam P. Naylor, of Boise, Idaho.
"For many years the muskrat ranged from the
Gulf to the Arctic, and was little molested simply
because his pelt was worth only about eight cents.
Soon after the outbreak of the great war the price
rose to 55 cents and now it is worth from $1 to
$3, depeI1ding upon the grade. Consequently, the
muskrat is now being killed by the wholesale. Anybody who knows how to trap can make big money,
and many have gone into the game. Schoolboys
have taken it up and are learning how to snare the
waty muskrat. The coyote and even the pol~cat
are objects of the trappers, but the muskTat ~s a
special object because his skin is transfoTmed rnto
what is known as 'Hudson seal,' which brings a high
price when made into a lady's coat. The dema~d
for the pelts has increased, because most of the big
fur bearing animals have been killed off. If some
steps are not taken to protect these smaller animals
we will witness ·their extinction at no distant d 9 · · '
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INTERESTING .ARTICLES
I

TOKIO WAGES 84 CENTS
The average daily wage in Tokio is 84 cents. The
Tokio Chamber of Commerce has completed an exhaustive investigation into the wage question and
states that the average wage of each of the seventeen
classes of workers is as follows:
Foreign tailors (cutters) , $1.25 ; stone masons,
$1.12½ ; painters, sawyers, masons, each $1; carpenters (with food), joiners and fitters, each 90 cents;
sackmakers, tilers, otl}er roofers and coolies, 80
cents; foreign tailors (seamsters), 75 cents; nurserymen, 65 cents; compositors, 62½ cents; weavers,
60 cents, and matting makers, with food, 55 cents.
Monthly wages, tailors (Japanese, with food) ,
$15.75; men servants (with food) $6.50; maid servants ( with food), $3.

of 20,000 American soldiers buried in France, according to an Associated Press dispatch of Jan 3,
from Paris. The bodies to be removed, as has been
stated, are those buried in cemeteries outside the
zone of the armies and do not include those gathered
into American cemeteries in the army zones. These
20,000 soldiers' bodies are buried in 600 cemeteries
the largest two of which are at Brest, where there
are about 5,500 graves of men who died of influenza
at Brest and on trnnsports. Other large cemeteries
outside the army zone are situated at Bordeaux,
Nantes, St. Nazaire, Tours, Le Mans and other big
sei·vice of supply centers. It probably will be a year
before the removal of these I bodies begins, as the
plan is first to remove to the United States the bodies of about 1,000 American soldiers buried in Germany about 200 of whom died in ·prison camps,
the remainder died while ,\;ierving with the Army of
RAT BITES WOMAN
Occupation.
There are 500 American g1;aves in
Mrs. Reba Chernos, sixty-eight years old, of No.
11 Essex Street, New York, rolled over on a rat Coblenz alone.
in her sleep the other day and the rat bit her on
the thigh.
A KITCHEN STILL
Her screams aroused the family and their cries
In Colonel Porter's office, New York, there is a
awakened the house. Policeman Reynolds of the
i mall one-gallon still, laboratory size, which is sold
Clinton Street Station ran over and when he ascerfo11 $6. A printed notice pasted on the top warns
tained the cause of the commotion called an ambu- that
it is illegal to distill alcohol in the contrivance,
lance from Gouverneur Hospital.
and thus, very deftly, conveys the information that
After the wound had been cauterized and dressed it will
make booze. Colonel Porter says it is perMrs. Chernos said she awoke just in time to see the fectly legal to buy
such an outfit and just as legal
, rat · disappear through a hole in a corner and that
to sell it. Only don't Tet any of his men sneak up
it was a whopper.
on your fire escape while you are cooking a mash
in it on the kitchen gas stove.
SP ARROWS OVERRUN CITY
Tax on alcohol is paid on "proof gallons." BeverNov. 21, many years ago, the City Council de- age into fifty gallon barrels at nearly double strength
cided to bring the English sparrow· to Louisville, or about 190 proof. If the owner dilutes this until
Ky., to rid trees and bufhes of a destructive cater- he has about three barrels registering about 60 or
pillar. Now Louisville has a sparrow population 65 proof each the tax is the same as for the one
reckoned equal to the human population.
barrel. To test the alcoholic strength of liquors and
Sixty-five years· ago the trees of the city were be- also to detect the presence of alcohol in a fluid the
ing destroyed by· a caterpillar. Something had to governments agents are now provided with a queer
be done, and several councilmen communicated with saxophone and registers alcohol as a thermometer
other cities. From Boston came word that England registers heat. '
had sent ·a remedy in a small gray bird and that
There is one other loophole that has been employed
50 pairs could be had for $100. The purchase was by those who are trying to defeat prohibition, and
made after heated discussion.
that is the section of the law that permits the proAn opinion was expressed then that probably the duction and sale of win~s· for sacramental purposes
remedy would be worse than the disease and that the in churches.
city would have to eventually l.'eckon on saving the
Sixteen or eighteen gallons of wine for a period
municipality from the English bird.
of six months is considered a fair allowance for the
average -church for such p'tlrposes, but one prohibition enforcing officer said a few days ago that in
FRANCE GRANTS PERMISSION TO REMOVE Greater New York permits had been filed with the
various collectors in such numbers as to indicate that
SOLDIER DEAD
The ·French government has granted permission some pastors are stocking up with wine suffi~ient
for the removal to the United States of the bodies to last until the millennium.
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A PHANTOM OF THE BRAIN.
By D. W. Stevens.

It was in a car, on the Hudson River road that I
heard a gentleman, who sat near me, tell this story to
a companion, and, from the way he told it; I believe
it to be true:
"When I was a young man of one-and-twenty I
was in the employ of my uncle, Mr. P eter Harwell,
.
who had a large factory.
"I managed his accounts, bought stock and was
his paymaster, and this being paymaster included
another duty.
"The factory was in a lonely place, miles distant
from any other town or village, and there was no
bank there.
"Once a week I rode to the town to draw the money
for the wages of the hands.
"Though their earnings were :not individually
great, the whole amount was never less than two
thousand dollars.
"This, partly in small bank-notes and partly in
silver, I carried in a pair of saddle-bags before me
on my horse.
"I always rode armed, and I never felt any fear
whatever.
"Robbers were not known in our part of the country, and I generally had a companion on my way
home in the person of my uncle's brother-in-law,
who often came to spend Sunday with us.
"I started from home at nine o'clock in the morning, and was always in the factory at five, ready to
pay off the hands.
"It was on the tenth of December that I left home
one morning, with every expectation of returning
as usual.
"The sky was white with coming snow, but I never
gave that a second thought; besides, if a storm came,
I could hire a sleigh in the town to which I was
going, and return that way.
"Snow did fall even before I reached the bank,
and by the time I had had my dinner, the roads
were covered with it.
"I had called on our relative, as usual, and found
him so occupied with business as to be unable to
leave the town; moreove::.-, my horse had suddenly
fallen lame.
"There was nothing for it but to leave him in
good care, and hire both horse and sleigh.
"I had some difficulty in obtaining what I wanted,
and having done so, waited while everything was
being made ready in the little office of the liverystable, with a newspaper to while away the moments of preparation.
"The men were very slow, and the room very
warm.
"I leaned back against the wall and fell into a
dreamy sort of condition; yet not a pleasant one.

"For the first time in my life I was nervous about
my journey.
"A bad-looking fellow had seemed to watch me
at the bankdoor, and now I saw him again peeping
in at the window of the stable office.
"A mere coincidence, perhaps, but I was going
on a lonely journey, with money enough to tempt
any robber.
"To be sure, I was armed, and an armed man,
with a horse and sleigh, need not fear any footpad;
yet I felt nervous.
" 'Your sleigh is ready,' said a man, opening the
door.
"I arose, took my saddle-bags, and buttoned my
coat.
"How cold it was, and how deep the snow was
already; and it was still snowing furiously.
"I looked at my watch; it was an hour later than
my usual time for starting; the hands would be kept
waiting.
"However, that could not be helped.
"I jumped into the sleigh, and away I drove.
"The town soon lay behind me, and I came to the
last building that would greet my sight before I
saw the.roof of the factory.
"It was an old stone church, which stood in the
midst of its moss-growing gravestones on the very
outskirts of the scattereing suburbs of the town,
and beside it I saw, leaning over the fence, a feeblelooking old woman, in the big cloak and stiff hood
which ancient Hibernian dames affect, wlio was not
only shaking her head, but moaning piteously, and
who was too wretched an object to be passed without
notice by any humane person.
· "What is the matter, old lady?" I called, reining
in my horse. 'Have you hurt yourself?'
" 'Is it hurt myself, did you say?' cried the old
woman, in a queer, hoarse falsetto. 'Och, but indade
I have, thin. My ankle is sprained, and not a step
am I able to -take, and me son's house is in the next
town, and not a penny have I got to pay a wagon,
barrin', by Heaven's grace, a good gentleman like
you would take me.'
"I did not particularly fancy the old woman, nor
esteem it a privilege to have her company; and I
shrewdly suspected that she had not hurt her foot;
but even without that I was not hardhearted enough
to leave an old creature like that to make her way
through the snow when I was going to the very place
she mentioned.
"I am afraid I said, 'Climb in, then,' rather ungraciously· but I said it, and in a moment more she
·
was by my side.
"Truth to tell, strange doubts were beginning to
creep into my mind.
"The figure beside me was very large for that of
an old woman.
"It no longer stooped so much as it did.
"The kerchief about the face seemed to be worn
for purpose of concealment.
"The longer I looked the more suspicious I grew,
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and at last, in an incautious moment, a hand protruded from unde1· the cape of the cloak.
"It was strong, large, dark, and hairy; no old
woman ever had such a hand.
"The person beside me was a man in disguise,
and one who knew my eJ'.'.rand and what I carried.
"Doubtless he was armed, and it duly remained to
be decideJ} whether he would prefer to kill me or to
leave me on the road.
"I was small and slight.
"I had no hope of mastering him save by stratagem, and I could take no false step than to betray
my knowledge of the truth.
"Meanwhile I was on my guard.
"I felt for my pistols, and found them safe.
"The moment had come.
"We had entered a path which ran through a thick
wood.
"There was no need of further disguise.
"I confess it was with horror that I saw my companion move, an d cast from his head the hood and
kerchief which had hidden it.
"In a moment mor e the cloak was cast off, and a
hand of iron grasped my throat..
"I struggled in vain.
"I could not use my weapons. I"'Wake up!' cried a voice in my ear. 'Wake up!
Here! I say! What is the matter?'
"I stared about me.
"Two hands were on my shoulder, but they were
the hands of the man at the livery-stable.
"I had fallen asleep, and had a dream or a nightmare, and I cannot say I was ever more pleased to
be awakened.
"I shook myself, took my saddle-bags, jumped into the sleigh that awaited me, and reached home
without adventure."
.. - · • ..
QUEER REMEDIES OF THE PAST
Those who criticize the prevalence of "patent
medicines" of various compositions in these days
should be interested in recalling the quaint nostrums of the past, which, if they did not outnumber
those of to-day at least far surpassed them in ingenuity of composit10n. For example, there was
dried toad, which was reputed to be an unfailing
cure for fever. Those of squeamish palates will
be relieved to know that it was, happily, for external
application only, being placed in the armpit of the
fever patient. Dried and powdered fox lung was,
however, for internal administration and was held
to be a certain remedy for lung and throat troubles.
In this latter, as in various old time remedies,
there is to be perceived a foreshadowing of the great
principles of therapeutics of the present day which
we owe to Louis Pasteur. It really dates back to
Paraclaus with his "doctrine of signatures." Thus
dried and powdered fox lungs were good fo,r lung
troubles, the heart of an ox or other animal was
good for cardiac complaints, the ear-shaped leaves
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of the cyclamen were a specific for ailments of the
ear and so on. "A hair of a dog that bit him" was
a proverbial prevention of hydrophobia.
For ages a raw potato or horsechestnut carried
in the pocket was held to be a great paliative, if not
a complete cure, for rheumatism, and, indeed, even
to this day there are not a few who believe in it
and who gravely talk of the power of the tuber or
the nut to absorb uric acid or other poison. A bit
or the horn of a narwhal was long highly esteemed
as a t~lisman of health. In comparatively recent
days common angle worms were an important item
in the materia medica of superstitious laymen.
Sometimes they were to be made into a broth or
syrup for internal use, but more generally they were
used externally. The familiar recipe was to fill a
pint bottle with angle worms, cork and seal it and
bury it in the ground for three weeks. At the end
of that time the contents of the bottle would be a
liniment of marvellous powers for the c.ure of paralysis. There can be no question of its powers,
though its curative property may be doubled. However, if everything could rouse a paralytic to action,
it would be such a mess as the bottle was found to
contain.
A popular cure for jaundice was a liver spider,
which was rolled up the heart of a small ball
of butter and swallowed. Snakes, especially the
viper, were greatly used as viper broth, viper stew
and dried and pulverized viper. ~ost abominable
of all, however, was the use of parts of dead human
bodies. It was long believed that the skull of a
criminal who had been hanged, ground into powder and steeped in spirits, was possessed of extraordinary curative potency, and it is a matter of
historic record that King Charles II. of England
once swallowed twenty-five drops of the mixture
for an attack of apoplexy, an unnamed wretch
hanged at Tayburn providing the skull. When the
body of a criminal was for a long time exposed upon
a giblet there grew upon its skull a hideous sort of
fungus and this, made into an ointment, was regard- ed as a sovereign cure for epilepsy.
With all these strange and repulsive practices
there was a far greater medical an¢!. surgical knowledge in olden times than we are apt to suppose.
There were some time ago unearthed at Kolophon,
in Greece, surgical implements at least two thousand years old, which included forceps for removing polypus and implements fm.·. trepanning skulls
and for raising crushed in portions of skull.
·But perhaps the most impressive fact of record
concerning disease in ancient time is found in the
Bible, in the First Book of Samuel, where we are
told that the land of the Philistines was overrun
with a plague of rats or mice and that thereupon
the people were smitten with bubonic plague to punish them for their seizure of the Ark of the Covenant. Thousands of years later our modern science
discovered that rats are the chief disseminators of
that oestilence.-N. Y. Herald.
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are performing requires the very highest order of
proficiency in seamanship and maneuve1·ing, and
their work has invariably merited unstinted prai::.·e
NEW YORK, FEBRUARY 6, 1920.
and commendation from high r anking officers who
have grown old and gray in the Ser vice. Two-thirds
of the total number of pilots are master mariners;
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
holding U. S. licenses, qualified and authQrized to
command and navigate American ships to and from
7 Cents
Slncle Coples .... . ..... , ...................... . ... .
any part of the world, which involved years of techOne Oopy Three Months . ........ . . . ................
90 Cents
nical training, experience-and slow promotion in,
One Oopy Six l\Iontbs . .•••••••••..•...•••.•.••••••• $1.75
One O8PY One Year. ... ........ .... ................ S.50
J pre-war days-and, of necessity, a thorough study
Canada, $4.00; Foreign, $4.50.
and knowledge of the science of navigation. Over
POSTAGE FREE
one-third are officers with commissioned ranks in
HOW TO SEND l\fONEY- .A.t our risk send P. 0. Money
U. S. Naval Reserve Force, so classified prior to acOrder. Check or R egi stt>rcd Let t er; re mi ttances In any other
wa y are a t you r ris k. \Ve a ccep t Pos tage Stamps tlle same as
tive war service by examin\ng boards composed of
cash. When sending silve r wrap the Coln in a separate piece
ot paper to a vQ\ d c uttin g the eu ve lope. \V.r!te yo ur name and - officers of the regular Service. In the local adminisaddress plai nly. Ad dress let ter s to
tration the three best paying positions connected
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,
with shipping are by law design_a ted to be filled by
166 West 23d St., New York
naval officers. Two of these positions have, throughout the war, been filled by men from the ranks of
GOOD CURRENT NEWS ARTICLES the pilots."
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The U. S. hospital ship Relief was launched at the
navy yard, Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 23, 1919, and
was christened by Mrs. William C. Braisted, wife of
Stirgeon General Braisted, U. S. N. The vessel is
splendidly equipped and carries 500 beds, with complete operating rooms and field hospital equipment.
She is divided into wards, where yarious disea~es
can be seg:i:egated. She is of 10,000 tons displacement and is 483 feet long, and has a speed of sixteen
knots. Congress appropriated $3,250,000 for the
ship.

GRINS

.....

AND

II

CHUCKLES

First Doctor-I hear your practise is becoming
very small. Second Doctor-Yes; I am getting out
of patients.
"How did Bluffer so easily win Miss Goldbag's
heart?" "He sent her twenty-two roses on her thirtieth birthday."

Irishman-Gimme three cigars.
ShopmanStrong
or
mild?
Irishman-Gimme
me
the- strong
Two hundred and forty-five thousand pairs of gymnasium shoes have been ordered by the Quartermas- hotel she said: 'That's just like papa!'"
ter General for the use of the Army. These shoes
are made from chrome leather, for which there is
"Do you call this a. pint?" asked the sharp servant
no great demand at the present time. The price of girl of the milkman. "Yes." "Well, it won't do.
these shoes has averaged about $3.50 per pair. Al- When we want condensed milk we'll buy it at the
though the shoe is of a very strong and hardy struc- grocer's."
ture, it is flexible and most useful for either indoor
or outdoor athletic or gymnasium work, as well as
"I reckon you didn't think of your poor old dad all
being an excellent rest shoe for the men to wear in the while you were away." "Yes, we did, dad. When
the barracks and posts.
ma heard a man grumbling about his meals at the
I
hotel she said: "That's just like papa!"
An ingenious professor of mathematics has figured out that one cent, invested at the beginning
"Oh, yes," said the pilot of the river steamboat. "I
of the Christian Era 1,919 years ago, at a rate
have
been piloting boats up and down .this river so
of inter est equal to the government Liberty bonds,
long
that
I know where every submerged rock and
that is, four and one-quarter per cent with interest
stump
is."
Just then the boat struck a rock with a
compounded to date, would make 100,000 blocks of
jar.
"There;
that's one of them, now," he concluded.
solid gold, each the weight of the earth. The earth
we,ghs weighs six and twenty-one ciphers tons.,-But
the one cent, with its accumulations reduced to a
Jack and Bob were out for a day's fishing1ast summinimum weight in gold at the rate of $20 in the mer. They had been sitting very patiently by the
ounce, would, he says, make 100,000 planets of the side of the river for nearly four hours without makearth's weight. The moral ii,: Save the pennies!
ing a capture, when suddenly Jack cried out: "Bob,
I've got a bite." "What is it?" cried Bob, in exciteOf the pilots employed in the Panama Canal Zone ment. "A trout?" "No,"J replied Jack. "It's a
a correspondent there w1~ites: "The work the pilots wasp."
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
EXPECTS BIG SNOWS
W. F. Gantner of Freeland, Pa., who has a local
reputation as a weather prophet, has predicted heavy
snows for January and February, basing his prognostications on conditions in his lumber tracts in
the Oley Valley, where he says he found hornets'
nests high up on the trees and squirrels and chipmunks well stocked with food for the winter.

The goose was presented to Smith in April, 1891,
when she was a gosling with three brothers and sisters. One of the later graced a Christmas table at
the age of two years and the others ·died. The longlived goose was a pet in the neighborhood and had
free access to all premises.

NAVAL STATIONS, YARDS AND HOSPITALS
VALUES FINGER NAIL AT $5,000.
United States Navy yards, stations, hospitals, etc.,
Five thousand dollars for a finger nail was the are located as follows:
amount asked by I. Kreiner in a suit filed in DisNaval Academy, Annapolis, Md.
trict Court against 0. E, Norman of Minneapolis,
Navy Aeronautic Station, Pensacola, Fla.
Minn. Higher damages than $5,000 have been
Naval Coal Depot, Narragansett Bay, Melville,
asked for injured digits by pianists and others R. I.
whose livelihood depends upon the deftnesi;; of their
Navalj Coal Depot, Freichman's Bay, Ellsworth,
fingers, but the figure asked by Kreiner was thought Me.
·
·
to set a new mark in valuation for ordinary finger
Naval Coal Depot, New London, Conn ..
nails. Kreiner says Norman asked him to put a
Naval Coal Depot, San Diego, Cal.
block under his automobile, and that while he was
Naval Coal Depot, Tiburon, Cal.
attempting to do so the car slipped back and inNaval Home, Philadelphia, Pa.
jured his hand so severely that the nail on his foreNaval Hospital, Las Animas, Col.
finger came off.
Nav.al Hospital, Yokohama, Japan.
Naval Proving Ground, Indian Head, Md.
SCREENED SEA-SHELLS FOR CHICKEN
Guam, Mariana Islands Pacific Station, via San
SCRATCH
Francisco, Cal.
Guantanamo, Cuba; Bagley, Cuba.
.
The !3mall ocean-beach town of Wilmington, CaliCavite, P. I.; Cavite, P. I., Asiatic Station, via San
fornia, near Los Angeles, is virtually built upon sand
-fine ocean sand and broken sea-shells. Years ago 'S'rancisco, Cal.
Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii; Pacific Station, via
the site was no doubt covered by the sea, but the
.
waves gradually built up an ever-widening embank- San Francisco, Cal.
Key West, Fla.; Key West, Fla.
ment of the sand and the shells and thus the water
was everlastingly forced to "give ground," As a. Narragansett Bay, R. I.; Newport, R. I.
New London, Conn. ; New London, Conn.
result, many acres of this mixed deposit have been
New Orleans, La.; New Orleans, La.
left high and dry, spreading back some two or three
Olongapo, P. I.; Olongapo, P. I.; Asiatic Station,
miles from the present beach, and over which the
via San Francisco, Cal.
buildings and the small tow:q are now scattered.
Port Royal, S. C.; Port Royal, S. C.
In the last few years this shell-laden sand has
Tutuila, Samoa, Pago Pago, Samoa, Pacific Stagiven rise to a considerable and rather unusual industry. It was found that the broken shell would tion, via San Francisco, Cal.
be easily screened from the sand, and that the bits
Naval T'T'<llining 'Stations
of shell made excellent "chicken scratch."
·
Great Lakes, Nor-th Chicago, Ill.
Newport, Newport, R. I.
San
Francisco, San Francisco, Cal.
AGED GOOSE DIES.
St. Helena, Portsmouth, Va.
Lehigh Vouty's oldest goose, a bird with a history,
•
Navy Yards.
is dead, aged twenty-eight years and seven months.
Boston Navy Yards, Boston, Mass.
She was the property of Samuel Smith, a farmer of
Charleston Navy Yards, Charleston, S. C.
Welsenburg Township. Before her last illness she
Mare Island Navy Yards, Callejo, Cal.
never was sick a day, and was stricken only twelve
Brooklyn Navy Yards, Brooklyn, N. Y.
hours before she died.
Norfolk Navy Yards, Portsmouth, Va.
She met with an accident when she was four
Philadelphia Navy Yards, Philadelphia, Pa.
years old, when a horse trod on her and broke a leg.
'
The fractured member was put in splints, however, . Portsmouth Navy Yards, Portsmouth, N. H.
Puget Sound Navy Yards, Bremerton, Wash.
and healed nicely, although the accident left her
Washington Navy_ Yards, Washington, D. C.
illightly lame.
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GOOD READING
SNAKES CHASE VICTIMS
The harnadryad, otherwise the king cobra, are
among the dreaded of their kind. Measuring up to
twelve feet in length, they possess a. deadly poison
in their fangs, and ;m alarming turn of speed. It
is said of them, also, that they are the only snakes
that will attack a human qeing on sight, chasing him
for ·miles, until either snake or man ,is exhausted,
This occurs only when some hapless wanderer
trespasses too close to the female's nest.
RIVER EAT,ING AWAY TOWN
Baggs, Wyoming, a town of 200 souls is doomed
to extinction unless the Snake River ceases its periodical rampages. The river is steadily and rapidly
eating its way into the bank on which the town is
built, and in its frequent overflows is forming a new
bed that leads to the northern part of the village.
It is probable if the Snake follows its n ew course in
the spring floods that the bridge now crossing the
river here will be left high and dry and the town
itself entirely inundated.
OFFICE BOY SOLVES PROBLEM.
Here is a problem in higher mathematics which
arrived in the mails the other morning for elucidation by the editor of The Evening World:
"In a saloon, in one room are ten men, five each
at a table. Each man orders a round of drinks, all
taking beer. Each round costs 25 cents, amounting
to $1.25 per table or $2.50 in all. In another room
are ten men, four at one table and six at anot:q.er .•

Each man likewise orders a round of beers. Four
men pay 20 cents a round, amounting to 80 cents
for their table. Six men paying 30 cents a round
pay in all $1.80.
"Now,'remember, there are ten men in each room
and each man has and pays for a drink. The bartender collects $2.50 in one room and $2.60 in the
other. Where does the extra 10 cents come in?"
The office boy saw this letter first and had it figured out in a jiffy.
At the tables where the five men sat fifty glasses
of beer were consumed, twenty-five at each table,
amounting to $2.50. At the table where the four
men sat sixteen glasses of beer were consumed in the
four rounds and at the table of six, a round for each
man makes thirty-six glasses or fifty-two in all. The
extra dime is for the two mo·r e glasses of beer which
were drunk in the second room. See?
It's easy!
But the eyes of the office will be on that office
boy from now on.

SCENARIOS
By JAMES P. COGAN

HOW TO

WRITE THEM
Price SIS Cents l';r Copy

Tbls book contains all the most rec -nt chang-Ps in tb e method ot
construction and subm is,<ion of scenarios . Si;xty Lessons. coveriug e,·ery pbase of scenario writing. from th e most elem(llltal
to the most advan ced prin ci pl es. This tr~a ti•e covers everything- a person mu st know in order to make money as a successful scenario writer. For sale by all Ne" ·s- d calers and
Book-Stores. If you cannot proc ure a copy. send us the price,
35 cen ts, in money or postage stamps, and " 'e will mall you one,
postage free. Address
L. SENARENS, 219 Seventh Ave .. New York, N. Y.

"A,. YSTERY ltAGAZINc" '' Movine Pict11re Stories''
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY. 10 CENTS A COPY
Handsome Colored Covers-32 Pages of Reading-Great
Authors-Famous Artists-FiI1e Presswork
It contains exciting and mysterious detective s tories, sketches,
novelettes, serials and a large amount of other interes ting matter.
Order a copy from tl:Jis List.
LATEST ISSUES No.

No.

to THE }I.ASKED VYSTElll'.,
47
l,y Po lice Ser&'eant KellY.
H THE llL-'.CK SOUL. by 1 48
Beulah Poynter.
42 SA:\C'l' l"AHY, by W!lllam.
Hamilton Osborne.
49
-l3 TUE MYS'l'ERY OF THE .
~~ir~e~ F.S'f!-u~~~r": 8 • by 50
H THI•: SIGN OF THE DRAGON. by C. Marcin Eddy,
51
Jr.
45 "THE MAGIC OF DETEC·
' TIYE WOO FANG," by 52
Frank Whitfield.
/ 46 THE DECOY, by William
53
Hamilton Oshorne.
.

THE HOUSE WITH 30
STEPS, by RJl.lph D. Porter.
WHEN
Tl:tli:
CLO CK
STRGCK 13, hy Dr. Harry
Entou.
A PTECE OF BLOTII'ING
PAPER, by Dorothy Weber.
THE $200,000 MYSTERY, by
Eth el Rosen:..nu.
" THE CASE OF DOCTOij
BRI CE," by Mary R. P.
Hn tc b.
"THE PHANTOM MOTOR,"
by Laura Reid Montgomery.
"'l'HE BLACKJACK," by
Wllllam Hamilton Osborne.

The Famous Detective Story Out To-day in No. 54 is
"THE WHISPERING HEAD," by Charles F. Oursler
FRANK TOUSEY; Publisher, 168 W. 23d St., New York City.

A Weekly Magazine Devoted to Photoplays and Players
1

PRICE

SEVEN

CENTS PER

COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
32 Pages of Reading. Magnificent Colored Cover Portraita
of Prominent Performers. Out Every Friday
Each numb er contains Firn Stories of th e Best Films on the
Screens-Elegant Ha lf -ton e Scenes fro m the Pla.vs-Inte,·esting
Articles Ab o ut Prom inent P eo ple in the Films-Doings of
Actors and Actresses in tbe Studios and Wbile Picture-makingL esson s in Scenario Writing.
THIS

LITTLE l\IAGAZINE GIVES YOU l\IORE FOR YOUR
l\lONEY THA...."1 A..."IY OTH.ER Sll\IILAR PUBLICATION ON THE MARKET!

Its authors are the very best that mon ey can procure; Its
profuse illu strations are exquislt~. and its sp ecial 11.rticles are by
the greatest ex perts in their partlicular line.
•
Buy a copy Now from your news dealer, or send us 7 cents in
'money or postage stamps, and we will mail you any number
you desire.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Pab., 166 W. 23d St., New York City

!!,4!tJg!dl!!!t Wanted

COME TO .THE

the new Rancor ••Moterblke" com•
pletely equipped with elel'tric light
and born, carrier, atand, tool tank,
coaster-brake. mud guards and anti.
ek:id tiree. Choice of 44 other

44

:i~!:f1Rc.°!~!r,'!~!:i:l bf~e,~:. fa8

DELIVERED FREE OD approval
w,d 30 DAYS TRIAL.
EASY PAYMENTS if desired at a

At My Hausa-To-night

amall advance over our Rea:ular Fae•
tory-to-Rider cub prices.

501000 Boys Made Happy

TIRES ~::'J'r~~-~':.~J· p!;~e1~.

all bfe:,c1ea-at half 011ual pricea.
SEND NO MONEY

Read These Letters
Fram Happy Boys:

but tell na

exactly whet you need. Do not buy until you
get our prices, terms and the bi&" 1'"'REEcataloir.

MJE. _ A__D

WIOVIIES''

CYCLE COM ..ANY
Dept. S188 CHICAGO

Showa Clo- Platures
I have been ,·cry 1low in sentltn1 you an a nswer . I received
my Mo,·lng Picture Machine e.

Calendars for 1920

few ,reells ngo and .r t hink It Is

t-~:~dc1ea;nt!~ ~o;~ut1:1g1it

wc 1 ,ld. I am very proud ot It.
I thank you veey much tor it

and l am glad to bave It. I

,:;: a~t~r )nt=~~~et~r:g

Lamontagne, 64 Summer Ave.•
Central Falls, R. I.

Sold His for $10.00
,:ind Ordered Another
f:o l'l'e t1m e a.go I l:'Ot one of

your Machines and I am very

much J.)len.sed wi th It. Alter
work ing It for about a month I
sold It tor SI0.00 to a lrlend or

m ine. He has It and entertains
his ra rnJly nightly. I have now
decided to ~et another one or
~~aiJ~gf&n. N . D~1~~bnet

Would Not Give Aw,u,
for $26.00
My M ovlug Picture Machine
ls a r ood one and I would not

~~e~;t ~:Cb~~rI ~~!-~&d ~~J

I wl.eh everybody could ba vc

one. Addle Breslly, Jeaneavllle,
Pa. Box a,.

A Real
Moving
Picture
Shaw In
Your Own Home

Bettor Than a $12.00
Macl,lno
I nm·etow about turning In my

t~~r!r~
~ioi~nebr.t.a'f?rft~tln!
ba.ve bnd It a Iona time and Ii

bas not been broken yet. I
have seen a $12.00 Maobtn• but
would not 1wao mine tor It.
Robert Lineberry. care
o t Revolution Store,
Oreenboro. N. C.

ltemember, this Is a Genuine
Moving Picture I\Iacblne and the

Learn to throw your '\'Oice into a trunk,
under the bed or anywhere. Lots of FUN
fooling the Teacher, Police man or Friends.

THE .VENTRILO

A little instrument that fits iu the mouth out
of sight used in conjun ction with above for
bird calls, etc. Anyone can use it. NEVER
'FAILS. A 82-pa e-e book on Ventriloquism aent
with the Ventrilo for 10c (coin) and ~c
postage.
Also large catalogue of tricks.
ROY NOV. CO., Box 7!), South Norwalk, Coon.

m otion pictures are clear. sharp and
dis tinct.
The Movinit Picture Machine ia
fin ely constructed, and carefully put together by skilled workmen.
It is made of
Ruseiaa Metal, baa a beautiful fini•h. and ia
bpcrated bv a finely constructed mecLauism, consist·
in1t or au e1cht wheel movement, etc. The projecting
lenses are care!nl!y ground and adjusted, triple polished,
atandard double extra reflector, throwing " ray of light
many feet, and enlarging the picture oo the screen up
to three or four feet in area. The light is produced b.YI
a safety carbide 1:enerator, auob as is used on the largest automobiles. Thia throws a daaalin11: white li11:llt uf
600 candle-power on the acreen.
It is not a toy; it is a aolidl1: oonatru~ted and durable
Movin11 Picture Machine. The meobaniam .is exceed·
incly Blmple and ia readily operated by the most inexperienced. The pictures 1bown by thi1 marvelous
Moving Picture l\iaotiine are not the oommon, crude
and lifele1s Ma11ia Lantern variety, but are life-liko photoKrapbic reproductions of actual acenes, places and_ people,
wb1oh never tire its audienoea. Thia Movin11 Picture Machine
baa aauaed a rouoin11 enthusiasm wherever 1t is used.
Thi• Movinc Picture Maahine wbiah I want to aend
you FREE, aivea olear and life-like Movius Pictures as are
1hown at any racular Movin& Picture 1how. It Baobea
movina pictures on the abeet before yotL Thi1 Machine
and Box of Film are FREE--ab1olutely free to every boy In thi• land who wants to write for
an Outfit, free to clrla and free to older people.
Read MY OFFER below, which 1bow1 you
bo.w to get tbis Marvelot111 Machine.

How Yau Oan Get This Great Moving Pict~re
Machine-Read My Wonderful Offer to You

HERE IS what you are to do in order to ,et this amazing Movin11: Picture Machine and the real
Movin1 Picturea: Send your name and addruo-tbat is all. Write name nnd address very plainly.
Mnil to-day. As ooon aa l receive It I will mail you 20 of the moot beautiful premium pictures you
ever •-11 brilliant and 1hhnmerln1 oolora. These pictures an printed in ma~ colors and
amonc0 eh1 titlee are anch aubjecta u "Beta11 Roa, Makino lh• Fu-81 .Amfflcan Flao"-' 1 Wa•hington at
Hom.a, -"Battlc o/ Lale, Eru," tu. I want you to distribute these premium pictures on a special
SO-Cent offer amon1 the people yon know. When you
have di•tributed the 20 premium pictures on my liberal
offer you will have co!le~ted
Send the
S6.00 to me and I will immediately aend you
FREE the Movine Picture Machine with com•
Good for Movln11: Picture Offer
plete Outfit and the Box of Film.
Simply cut out this Free Coupon.
50,010 of the•• macbtnea baTe made
ptn Jt to a sheet of paper, mall to m1
11,801 boya happy. Aon,er at o•ce.
with your name and addrcss written
• the llrat In your towe to
oae.
pl&lnly, t.nd I w111 aend you tile 20
M. CROFTON, Sec,-.,
Plcturea at once. Addrese
W. 43d Street, Dept.1121, New York
M. CROFTON, Secy.,

·~-00.

f,;;:;;..~;;;

Free Coupon
.

•ot

615 W. 434 St., Dept.521, , New Y...

BE WELL AND KEEP WELL
The ROCHE

Electric Hygienic Machine
30 Daye' Trial. Dor, 't Be fl DcadOncttn1:Flft11

Shouldbein
.BveryHorne
It lncruns blood
-.:!;:,eu\a,1&11,a~ea, and soolnns &ta.
aerns . Jk'ia,11 ,1099
It Ike 11la•plisiu.

T~• V09erqu• Man or
W~maa ta L•ad•

of All
You ct onot reJJu::e the b8e•
fitsdcri'l'ed tram thll machtne
txcept yoq Lrv It. Oaa tn»tlnent wdl conviace you pf Its

1
;~~~%~:~tr:t:i=lyaJ,
locomotor ataxia, Yert ilio,
headaches,

neuralal.a. ner-

you10Hs, li{eueral • ecxual
weak r.c:-.s, ;t,f)oplexy, ncu:ltis.
rboucnati1m, wout, lu1abll.go or
hudlli!n.iua artc ...iec, bo eur;,
to lonatie,ue thf• mAChla ..

Taku the place of u:uctse.
G1n your mutctcs firm •lutfcity; t,,e ultbor la,t AOr IA1o.

,ii:~il":::T

Do you rea.lfse

1rhat thil
IDOaD!I

m.achinc

to one want-

lol' i.o vital Strem 2th,
er 1uleri n11 from

=:.=~~...::;:;
• •noH d•bUlly,

Nlllwariooaevoln"'
,

lnvanted by

Prof. J. a. Roche.
P.enemJu,r this M&•
chine Is no.. a vibrato~
or a hJc-h f~cquenC\-' or

JU{IJi¥ Kl CQ

;~:it,:,T~D~fn:!~:. hiw~~~)~=V~t'~~
:O:::!:D~~=~~~C
to throw on the swltcb. ... Be eure to ,.-r:te for FRliE

do is
BOOK. It U t.r "u"' anti WnN•• who want t-> become
llealthy, Tll'CWOUI aa.d efflcieot. Thia a,ca.ns lOU I Addreifl:

a.die llodric Mac:1,iu C.., SS, Cra,,d Rapids,

WA

M;r!,.

NG

In kttpln1 your llowels regular do ~ot

I

become addicted to wcaken!ni: purf;'atfl<'t'S
or mineral Jantires: Just try KOROLAX;
aafo, gentJe, wholesome. Best and goes
farthest. Obtainable r.t busy druggists, enrY•
whero. Korol ax is rcllcf for many aUmcuts,
1nclucllng constipaUou. hea:f:tches. dfzzy
spells, belching, gas, heartburn, torpid Jlver,
bad breath, nervousness, dyspepsia, tndiges•
tlon, obealty, mental aud physical dulJneas.

Play Eight
Instruments

Every suit mada to individual meuure

from tbe exact fabric you _Hlec.t and ac·
cordiua to yoor e~nct spec16catmns. We
1hJp it on approval. deliv_ery ~huraee pr~,
paid. tor you to try on, to map
and exami ne. Ualess you ar
well plea1ed yoor trial order
win not cost you a cent.
Send paatal
today for

No Study
Necessary
Every homo, et"cry group

IG
~ALO(l~~r
E
v~rr
copy

•

corrc<"tS ui:ly nosee la
tho p~!vncy c,f yonr
own ltoioe without lnto.t<>r!ng with ltuolnl'30. 8'1-day lrec
trl11l, All ot!ler facial defec-ts correct<'d
by t:io Woodllury system.' Scud 3-cP.nt
stn:up for booklP.t.
'W, H. BAJ LEV :II.lJ., 23.S Eml>lro Dlcla-.
11th Year in Denver, Colo.

BOOK ON

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed
Mallt4 free to any add.reel b:,,

the Author
~merica's
H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,
Pioneer
Do& Medicines 118 Weat 31st Street, New York

struments that take !"f"4""S ot study
a!!d i,ra.ci..ice to learn to J)lay.

blir
catalog-

~J!ue::!-th~~g~~%h~d!i~fa;~~~

and

1t1:Iebook
with 62 cloth sample& of the

~~e;ty0~\~~n~rCtTc~~~~C:y1~~?

t~~o~;::

;1~%tY~':.:'aJ.rli~~s

n1!;

anyUU.ng from tho ,ood old son,s to the most popular bits.

;;~~Ows

bow any member or your family can toke
your measuree. We g,Jllr&ntec a perfect
flt. B:v dealing direct with u•t the manu·
ctur er&, yon sav~ toe unn eces·

or friends

should have Son&-o-Pbones, the re•
markable Jnstruruent.s Lhat anyone
can play. '£hey produce rich, sweet.
powerful tones , imitating band in·

1

·

Song-o.Phones
are delighting
thousands

ll 'y·HWEteEIraTAI LORS

Send right away for booklet and
full parttculai-a aJ;>out t.hrse ,wonderful, inex.pensive instruments.

Shoots like a real one. Absolutely harmless. Send
15 cents In coins, and cet the VICTORY CANNON,
complete with a.mmunltlon for over 100 shots. Postage
a cents extra. Tbis includes membership in Club showing you how you can make easy money in l'OUr spare
KREW SUPPLY COMPANY
ume.
CH ICAGO, ILL.
Oopt. A, 1335 N. Clark St.
BIG PROfllS.
llEALERS WRITE FOR PRICES.

I,h.t ~.~!~t~r:'ls~!:~~~

a~~t:x:neS~~t~"n
h,whest grade of taUorjni' at a aavioi' of 26% to

~dam• at Graen St.reel, Dept. 4:t9, Chlceso, Urlnolsa

VICTORY ·TOY CANNON

At all musical instrument
dealers, d1f,arl111C11t stores and
toy shop,r,. or write for fru
Bookl,t,

TOO FAT-.?
on
bet

Korel n

a

(in

sman box or
o1
capsules) at an7 drtlj

store.
FoJlow simple d1rec t1on1
and redu ce at leasL one pound,

a,erage, weekly under $100 au11rantee. Absolutely wholesome; en-

dorsed

by

physicians.

Tb• fat

Send Your Name
and We'II Se11d
You a Lachnite

seems to melt away. By proper
reduction you wUl m&.ke wonderfu l gnln tn phy,fcal and mental energy. Add years to y1ur

life.

Remember OU

or

Kore1n.

Non-purgatlve; no thyroid. i ·
U10 druci:l•ts'; or write 101
FREE BOOK to Koreln ComPIIIIJ', Nl!-103. Station F, New Yo1k City, Best method
ln the world to become slen der quJckly, safely, lnexpenahely-and 1tay thin.
E,el'J' onr-stout m an or
1Joma n

should

Jt)se

weight

11.11d

ttnoron

oer!!-on altt:.

Are you one of the 98% who

didn't finish High School? I{ so you
are badly huidicapped. Without this
training you are barred from a successful business career, from the
leading professions, fro,n well-paid
civil service jobs, from teaching and
college entrance, in fac t from all
worthwhile positions.
Gold-plated LaTalUere aocl
Cbala, pair Earbobs, Goldp lated Expa,ulon Braulel
with Im. Wat.eh, c •araa tee-.
qualltr and 3 Gold-plated

R ln2s ALL FREE for
selllu fl only 15 pieces
Jowetry at 10 ceDts each.

co,..-rnlll• Novelty Ce.

Dop.296.lutBe1kA 1

....

,., ,'"'

You don't want
to be handicapped
nor do you have to
be. Let the American Scho ol give
you the training you missed. Our

GEi THIS
IIIAIIHNG

NOWZ

High School Course covers every s ubject
taught in a resident school. It will br oaden
your knowledge, make you keen, alert and
c apable and fit you ta cam a higher
salary. You can complete the entire
course in two years.

-~ ///11/ JI\\\\\Q\~I///I\ I
DAI.a MFG. c;o., Pnivtdence, R, I,

BIG VALUE for IO 01s.

6 Songs, words and music; 25 Pictures Pretty Girls ;40 Wa_ys to Make
Money; 1 Joke Book; I Book on
Love ; 1 Magic Book; 1 Book I,etter

Writing ; 1 Dream Book and Fortune T eller ; 1 Cook Book; 1 Base
Ball Book, zives rules for games; 1
Toy Maker Book; I,anguage of
Flowers; 1 Morse Telegraph Alphabet; 12 Chemical :a>::periments;
Magic Af!_e Table; Great North Pole
Game · 100 Conundrums; 8 Puzzles·
12 Gam es; 80 Verses for Autograph Albums.
Ali
the a hove by ma ii for 10 eta, and /a eta. postage.
BOY.AL SALES CO., Box %0 , South Norwalk, Conn.

I asy oa • Mirrlije
Pre,,._
ll••
YANKEE PUB. CO., TILTON, N. H.

U

•• to

•

,or

111.a ..
8u.bfu l &lrLu Bcn,toWoou.U1lrt11L .. B . .
IAdJ 8bon14 lduqe Sn U.10 t.o 111Ue lllm.
Jhrrl-ce.
•Ho,r t.oOatcb a JIIJoh Bubtlor...
to Wln tbe PaTOrofLMlltt.
•Wect.41Dc Edqn•it• .... ,&o. All112.bJM;i.belpt.ltolent11. tOC POSTPAID

,

Throwyom'
VOICE. th~'i!~e.
down In the oellar. Into a
trnnk or eu:v ,rhere. Our

VENTRILO

wlalch fita In the mouth
Alll&hle=i :,ou to fool all ~w~.--,,111
~ friendL Alao art
of velitrllequlam
an big book of .Jokes.
. B:v mall lOeta. Prepaid.
ARDEE NOVELTY CO• ., M',J,1
Ell& 90 l:l&amtord CCIIIII.
~

60Days'Trial

Test this Course at our expense.

T ake ten full examinations, then:2 you don't
feel satisfied :vou are oot out o o e cent,
T raining alone will make you master o{your
work, able t o think and act for yourself:
and com~etent enough to secure a nd hola
the position you want. Whether you lack
High School training or specialized instruction NOW is the time to 11:et it.

BIG DEMAND ,OIi
SICILLED WORKERS
The demand was never greater for skilled
workers in every trade and profession. The
pay was never higher-the opportunities
never greater. Train and get into the game
for all it is worth. We CUIU'&ote e aatiafactioo, You do not risk one cent. Check and
mail Coupon NOW. We will promptly send
you full details and Free ~ ulletin.

A MEIICAN SCIIOOL

To the Wife of

OP COllDl!SPONDIICI
Dept . H-932
Chica go, lllinoia

One who Drinks

It this should rea ch the eyes of a wi fe,
moth e r or fri e nd of some g ood man who
drink s liquor to excess and can not overcom e th e self-rui n ing h a bit, let h er w r ite
to Edward :J. W oods, DE- 601, S tation F,
New Y.l.,r k, N. Y ., f o r confide ntia l info rmation which Is likely to bring a comple te v ictory over the drink h a bit. Adv ' t.

BOILS or PIMPLES
It you are troubled with bolls or pimples I want tt
lff• you the Joy surprise of your Ufe by aendlnr 1

proof treatment of tha wonderfully curative naturaJ
eradlcat1.n1 ellx1r ,liven ma by an Indian lD my train..
It cured me ; la workina marvel, for
others. W1&1' no1 ~out Enclose 120 to cover my ex..
penae of th!• notJ.ce and ma!~ . .A.ddreu: Jam11
W, Q-b', Dli. Porttaad. llalao.

Inc camp.

T ell me how I can fit m yself
for U,e position marked X:
Send onlY 10 cents In ouh or stamp• and your waist
mea1mremont. Upon receipt we ahall tmmodlate11 1end
Jou a Genuine Sanden Electrlo Belt. In a few boura
It will roach you b1 parcel poaL If you Ilk• It P•J
th• postman onlY $4. 75, and a Belt of $10 ,alue wlll
be 1our1. Wear tho Bell for SO day1, and if uUslled,
recommend it to Jour ftlends. It not 1aUsfted, return
the Belt to na lmmedlate!y and we shall roturn your
money as aoon as the Belt rea.cbes ua. If you 1utrer
from deb.11117, backache, rbeum•tlsm, dyspepsia, or an1
trouble due to a run-down 1ystcm, thia 1s an oppor•
tunll7 you ahould not miss. The Sanden Herculex Belt
la tho best tn the world, and the o!fer we make 11
absolutelY cenulno. Uncle Sam will lee that w, earn
1t eut and that 7ou are proteoted,
<f!I

'l'hellarmlu '4-1416 B'wu,NewYefk.Dept.l,

.....High School Graduate

Electrical Engioocr
:::::Telephone Engineer
Archi tect
:::::oraftsman
..... Building Contractor

•.... Structural Engh_1eer
. ,._Mecbanical•Eng1neer

::::~i:~~gd=:er

.... Shop Snporlntendeat
.....Lawyer
.....Busi.ness Man.qer
.,._Aad1tor

...
-Certified PubUc Accoontaat
•.... Stenographer
•.._B!)Okkeeper
.
,._,Fir~ I nsuranc~ AdJaster

:::~~'i~lb~~~~:f!cer

Nam•·-··------··· ·--·-----------•
AclclNH

WILD WEST WEE
890 Young Wild West and the Rh-al Scouts; or, the Raid of the
--LATEST ISSUES-Cowboy Gang.
878 ~oung Wild West and "Slippery Simon"; or, Tralling nn
801 Young Wlld W est's Box of Bullion; or, Arletta and the OverOutlaw King.
land Robbers.
879 Young w·11d West Saving the Soldiers; or, Arletta's Great Ride.
892 Young Wilrl West's Bareback B eat; or, The Boss of the
880. Young Wild West's Cowboy Camp; or, The Trail That Led
Broncl10 Bu ste rs.
to a Trap.
881 Youn g Wild West's Straight Shot; or, Arletta and the Traln893 Youn g " "ild West at Fire Illll · or How Arietta Saved the Fini:-.
'
Wreckcrs.
804 Young Wild West and tile G/easer Giant; or, Mex ican Mike's
Mistake.
882 Young Wild West A!ter the Arapahoes; or, The Outbreak on
the Reservation.
805 Young Wilcl West at Skeleton Ran ch; or, Arietta ancl the
Death Trap.
883 Young Wild w,.,t Beating the Boomers; or, H~w Arletta Exposed a Frnucl.
89G Young Wilcl West's Gold Grlp; noel Ilow He Held the· Claim.
884 Young Wild West and "Monte Mack"; or, The Girl of Golden
807 Youn ;r Wild \Yest and the Gray Gang; or, Arlet ta's Dari,ng
Gulch.
D evice.
8SG Young Wild West and the Silver Seekers; or, Arletta's "Hot
808 Young Wild West at Lonesome Licks; or, The Phantom of
Pllgrlm's Pass.
Lead Sauce."
8!!0 Young Wllcl West's Biggest Stl'ike; or, Arletta and the Aban886 Young Wllrl West's Lively Lasso; and, How It Corraled the
donecl illine.
Cowboy Crooks.
900 Youug Wild West and the Rover Rangers; or, The Cave Queen
887 Young Wlld W est at Greaser Gulch; or, Arietta and the
of the Yrllowstone.
Masked Mexicans.
901 Young ,vnd West's Cowboy Call; or, Arletta and the Smug888 Young Wlld West and the Cavalry King; or, The Race With
Y
gl ers.
a Rival Rider.
902 Young Wllcl West and the Moqu! Medicine Man; or, Doing the
889 Young Wild West and the Sioux Sca 1 pers; or. How Arletta
Death.
of
Dance
Saved Her Ll!e.
'
For sale by all newsdeale rs. or wlll be sent to any address on receipt of price, 7 cents per copy, In money or postage stamps, by

168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of these weeklies and cannot procUI"e them from newsdealers. they can be obtained from the publishers direct. Write out
and fiil in your Order and send it with the price of bhe weeklies you want, and the weeklies will be sent to you l,y retl!lm
mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.
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BOOKS

No. 81. HOW TO BEOOIIIE A SPEAK"-·
ER-Containing fourteen Illustrations, g!T•
l>REAl\l DOOK.-Containlng the great oracle
Ing the cllfferent positions requisite to beof human destiny; also the true meaning of
coa,e a good speaker, render and elocutlonlst.
almost any kind of dreams, together with
Also contnlning gems from all the popular
charms, ceremonies, and curious games of
authors of prose and poetry.
cards.
No. i. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The gr_eat
No. 32. HOW TO RIDE A BICYCLE.book of magic and card tricks, contalnmg
Containing Instructions for beginners, cbolce
full !ni<tructlon on all the leadlng car<). tricks
A
a machine, blots on training, etc.
of
magical
popular
most
the
also
day,
the
of
complete book. Full of practical mnstramnsions as performed by our leading mag!.
,
tions.
clans; every boy should obtain a copy of
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GA!IIES .-A com•
this book.
plete and useful little book, containing the
No. s. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and
rules and regulallons of laill!arcls, bagatelle,
wlles of flirtation ar!) fully explained by this
·.
backgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
Jlttle book Besldelf the various methods of
N
handkerchief, tan, glove, parasol, wi_ndow
CONUNDRU°ll.lS.
SOLVE
TO
HOW
36.
o.
t1nd bat filrtatlon, it contains a full 11st of
-Containing all the leading conundrums of
the language and sentiment of flowers.
the day, amusing rldilles, curious catches
No ,, HOW TO DA...--.cE Is the title' of
a nd witty sayings.
this i1tt1e book. It contains full Instructions
. No. S8. HOW TO IiECOl[E YOUR OWN
in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ballDOCTOR.-A. wonderful book, containing
room and at parties, how to dress. and !nil
use!ul and practical Information !n the treatdirections for calling off !n all popular
ment of ordinary diseases and aliments com square dan ces.
mon to every family. Ahonndlng in useful
No. 5. HO\V TO MAKE LOVE.-A comefl'ectlve r ecipes for genera l complaints.
and
to love, courtship and marriage,
P lete guide "'-1
tt t O
d ti
I
d l
No. 39. HOW TO RAil-'E DOGS, POULgl,ing senSiu e a v ce. ru es an e que e
TRY, PIGEONS AND RAHBITS.-A useful,
"1th many) curious and Interestbe observed,
ing thini;: s not generally J<nown.
~d~ instru ctive book. llnndsomely il!nstraefNo. _- HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.
6
No. H. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
-Glving full instruction f or the use of
HOW TO Jlf.\ KE AND SET
No. 40.
dumbbells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, borl- GENTLEJIIEN.-Containlng full instructions
TRAPS.-Including lllnts on how to catch
zon tal bars and yarlous other methods of for writing to gentlemen on all subjects.
otter, rats, squirrels and
weasels.
moles,
GY!llNAST.
No. 25. now TO DECOIIIE A
d eve I op ! ng a goo d , 11 en [th Y m Usc le ·• contain • -Containing
full Instructions Jor all kinds
birds. Also bow to cure skins. Copionsly
of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
ing over sixty illustrat'.ons.
illuS t rated.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Hn nd · Embracing thirty-five !llustrat!oos. }Jy ProNo. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END
someJy illustrated and containing full In- fessor w. Macdonald.
lllEX'S JOKE BOOK.-Containlng a great
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SA.IL AND
struct!ons for the management ancl training
variety of the latest jokes used by the most
of the canary, mockingbird, bobolink, black- BUILD A BOAT.-Fully illustrated. Full
fnmous end men. No amateur mlnstrefs JS
Instructions are given in this little book, tobird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
complete without this wouderful little book.
llfo. 9. HOW TO BECO!IIE A. VENTRIL(!- gether with instructions on swl.mmlng and
No. 42 . TIIE BOYS OF NEW YORK
QUIST.-By Harry Kennedy. lierE infflll· riding, compnn!on sports to boating.
O
No. 27. now TO RECITE AND BOOK STUMP SPEAKER.-Conta!n!ni a varied as•
ns rue ons
gent boy reading this book
can master the art, and create any amount OF RECITATIONS.-Contalning the most
egro, Dutch
sortment of stump speeches,
or fun for h imself and friends. It ls the popnlar selections in use, comprising Dutch
and Irish. Also end men's Jokes. Just the
dialect, French dialect, Yankee nncl Irish dingreatest book eve;r published.
amateut
and
amusement
home
for
thlng
standard
many
with
together
pieces,
lect
selfof
art
No 10. HOW TO BOX .-Tbe
shows.
defense made easy. Containing over thirty readings.
)l[AGICIAN'
A
BECOIIIE
TO
HOW
43.
No.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES lllustrations of guards, blows, and the differ-Containing the grandest ' assortment
ent position of a good boxer. Every boy Everyone Is desirous of knowing what Jit 8
magical lllus!ons ever plnced before the
should obtain one of these useful and In- future !lfe will bring forth, whether bapp!publlc. Also trkks with cards, Incantations,
structlve books, as It will teach you how to ne-ss or misery, wealth or poTerty. You cnu
et.c.
tell by a glance at this llttle book. Buy one
box without an lnstrnctor.
HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LET· and be convinoed.
No. 11
No. (4, HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALNo. 29. HOW TO BECO!IIE AN INVENTERS.-A most complete llttle book, containof Album Verses
BUM.-A grand collection
1 tt
1
itl
suitable tor any time and occaslon. embracIng full di rect i ons f or wr ng ove- e ers, TOR.-Every boy should know bow invennnd when to use them, giving specimen let- tlons originated. This book explains them
ing Lines of Love, Affection, Sentiment, Huall, giving examples 1n electricity. hydraulics,
ters for young and old.
mor, Respect. ancl Condolence, also Verses
No. lZ HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO magnetism, optics, pneumatics. 111.P~nlcs,
Suitable for Valentines and Weddings.
LADIEs·.-G!vlng complete instructions for etc.
No. 4o. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINNo. SIi, . HOW TO COOK.-One ot ~.c,e most .
-writing letters to ladles on all subjects; also
GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK -SomeSTREL
Instructive books on cooking ever publ!sbed.
letters of introduction, notes and requests.
thing new and very instructive. Every boy
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF It contains recipes for cooking meats. fish.
should obtain this hook, as it contains full
ETIQU:ETTE.-It ls a great life secret, aucl game, and oysters; also pies, puddings,
lnstrnctions for organizing an amate ur minone that every young man desires to know cakes and all kinds of pastry, and a grand
__......_ strel trouoe.
collectlnn of recloes.
all about. There's bapoiness In it.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent t0iany address on receipt of price, 10c. per copy, OP 3 for 25c .. in money or postage stamps, b7
No. 1.

;NAPOLEON'S OBAOULUM AND

No. H. HOW TO lllAKE OANDY.-A. complete band-book for making all kinds of
candy, Ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc., etc.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOJ\lE BEAUTIFUL.
-One of the brightest ancl most valuable
little books ever given to the world. Everybocly wishes to know how to become beauUful, both male and female. The secret ls
simple, ancl almost costless.
No. 20. now TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENINO PAl'tTY.-A complete compendium of
games, sports, card diversions, comic recitatlons, etc., s'ultahle for parlor or drawingroom entertainment. It contains more for
the money than any book publ!shed.
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-Tbe
most complete bunting ancl fishing guide
ever publ!sbed. It contains full instructions
about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping
ancl fishing, together with description of
game and fish.
Ho, 2Z. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.Heller's second sight explained by his former assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. ExJ2laln!ng
bow the secret cl!nlo.;ues were carried on between the magician and the boy on the
st nge; also giving all the codes and signals.
No. 23. now TO EXPLAIN DREAJIIS.'l'bls llttle book giYCS the explanation to an
kl d s of d reams, t oee th er w l t h lucky and
n
unlucky days.

ot

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., New York.

